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College Community 
Accent 
Pipe dreams 
Junior finds joy in 
unusual instrument. 
VOLUME 66, NUMBER 4 
Faculty 
initiates 
rights 
events 
By Erin Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
A panel discussion Wednesday kicked 
off Ithaca College's four events celebrating 
the 50th anniversary of the U.N. 
Dcct..mitiun of Human Rights. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER IO, 1998 
The panel encouraged the audience to 
reveal human rights violations, which 
mainstream media widely ignore. 
SUZIE O'ROURKE!THE ITHACAN 
Professor Jill Swenson (right) moderates a human rights discussion Wednesday. 
The panel included (from left), professor Carolyn Byerly, special guest Lauren 
Austin and professor John Hochheimer. Peter Karelthl, a professor, is not pictured. 
Television/Radio professors Carolyn 
Byerly, John Hochhcimcr and Peter 
Kareithi and Lauren Austin, director of the 
Tompkins County Human Rights 
Commission, formed the panel at the 
"News Coverage of Human Rights" dis-
cussion. TV/R professor Jill Swenson 
moderated the program. 
human rights worldwide. Swenson then 
turned the discussion to the panel. 
lions about authority, she said. 
Byerly urged the audience not to forget 
about the "nonnal people" when they arc 
reporting. "The majority of the people of 
the world are people like you and me," she 
said. "Go beyond the usual sources and 
talk to more people." 
Kareithi told the audience Western 
media never reported on the Kenyan 
human rights abuses he exposed. He was 
jailed for three years and three months for 
his reporting. 
Students, faculty and Ithaca community 
members filled Textor IO I to capacity. 
"The New York Times, CNN and 
Washington Post reJ)<?rted.on elephants all 
of the time and never about human rights," 
he said. 
Kareithi told the audience to use pes-
simism of intellect. "If things arc going 
well, something's going wrong,"he said. Swenson began the program by 
explaining the declaration's importance. 
While it is not a legally· binding document, 
the declaration established a set of rules for 
"You all have work to do," Austin said. 
A full schedule of human rights events 
throughout the semester can be found at 
http://www.ithaca.edu/humanrights. Aspiring journalists should be asking ques-
Screens catise safety concerns 
Students in upper, lower quads 
raise questions about security 
By Kate Hilts 
Ithacan Contributor 
Landon, Bogart, Clarke, 
Lyon, Eastman, Hood, Holmes 
and Tallcott all house students 
worried about their safety. 
Students on ground floors said 
they feel unsafe due to lack of 
screen and window mainte-
nance. 
Some students' screens arc 
just sitting in the frame with no 
allachment. Other students' 
window locks arc broken. 
Some screens arc attached by 
duct tape. Others have latches 
on the top, but none on the bot-
tom, allowing the screen to 
swing out. 
"My screen is just caulked 
in, but someone has already 
·tried to get in," one student in 
Holmes Hall said. "The top is 
open where they tried to take 
the screen out." 
One student in Tallcott Hall 
said a police officer removed 
her screen and climbed in the 
room when she was locked out. 
One of the windows of her 
room does not Jock, so the 
police officer had no trouble 
entering once the screen was 
removed. 
"It would be so easy for 
anyone to break in," a Landon 
Hall basement student said. 
She said she was nervous 
because of recent reports of a 
man looking into showers on 
campus. 
Others were not concerned 
about their own safety, but 
about the safety of their pos-
sessions. 
"We just broke into our 
room today because we were 
locked out," two students from 
Bogart Hail said. "If we can do 
it, then so can anyone else." 
Students from Clarke and 
Tallcott halls said it took one to 
two weeks to replace screens. 
Some of the students with 
loose screens had lock failures 
on one or both windows. Other 
students said thtir windows did 
not have any locks. 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY GARY COTTI/THE ITHACAN 
Freshman Alexis Gerney demonstrates the ease In pushing 
out a screen in the lower quads. Students In the upper and 
lower quads say the faulty screens are a security problem. 
· William Drake, supcrinten-
_dcnt of maintenance, said he 
was not aware of any window 
lock problems. 
Craig Tiede, residential 
director for Landon, Bogart, 
Clarke and Lyon halls, said 
screens should all be in the 
same condition. He said 
screens should be secured. 
Screws should hold in all cor-
ners as well as 9ne screw in the 
bottom of the frame itself. 
"Screens that are not 
secured are an emergency and 
the staff will call directly to 
Physical Plant," Tiede said. 
These screens can be fixed as 
quickly as one to five days, 
Tiede said. 
Fred Vanderburgh, assistant 
director for construction and 
facilities maintenance, said 
students must go through the 
system to get any maintenance 
problems fixed. Students must 
report problems to their resi-
dent assistant, who will report 
See SCREENS page 6 
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Celebrate 
solidarity 
at relays 
By Katrina Ba~er 
Ithacan Contributor 
Director of Minority Affairs 
Kccon Gregory said he wants "a 
campus-wide show of solidarity" at 
the second annual Unity Relays and 
ice cream social on Saturday at 
Butterfield Stadium. 
The Unity Relays will consist of a 
half-mile fun walk/run and a series of 
400-meter relay races. TlllS year a 
I 00-mctcr wheelchair race, which is 
not limited to those with disabilities, 
will be added. 
The Unity Relays were organized 
to stamp out bias incidents, such as 
hate crimes and discriminatory 
remarks. 
"[Last year's relays] were a very 
successful pilot." said Nick Tarant, 
SGA vice president of communica-
tions. "It should increase by 200 per-
cent this year." 
Race registration and team fonna-
tion begin at IO a.m. More than 140 
people ran last year. 
An ice cream social will follow 
with a short presentation on combat-
ing the "isms"-racism, classism and 
others in society. 
Gregory encouraged students to 
show their support by picking up 
unity buttons showing commitment 
to learn more about different cul-
tures. Students can sign a "pledge of 
unity" and purchase unity t-shirts for 
$10 on today and Friday in Park Hall, 
Textor Hall, the Campus Center and 
all dining halls. 
"If we can show a few individuals 
about other religions, cultures, and 
sexual orientations, we can help 
rid-or eliminate-these incidents 
from our campus," Gregory said. 
Preceding. the Unity Relays is 
Unity Day, which will be held on 
Friday, Sept. 11. 
President Peggy Williams. Brian 
McAree, associate vice president of 
student affairs and campus life, and 
Gregory will speak at noon at the 
academic quad's "free speech rock" 
about what community members can 
do to stamp out bias-related inci-
dents. 
"It will serve as a springboard for 
coming together," Williams said. 
A tri-council consisting of Taran!, 
College Relations Secretary Penny 
Bianconi and Diversity Awareness 
chair Jeff Clause was formed last 
year to examine bias incidents. 
After looking into ways to address 
bias-related incidents,, the council 
contacted Gregory about including 
Unity Day as part of the Unity 
Relays. 
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'.FYI . 
Science treasures sale 
The Sciencenter's Einstein 
Attic Sale of used scientific, 
electronic and computer 
equipment, will be held 
Saturday, Sept. 12, at the 
Department of Public Works, 
adjacent to the Sciencenter at 
601 First St. The sale will be 
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., 
with proceeds benefiting the 
Sciencenter. 
"Transitions" concerts 
Baritone William Stone will 
perform a concert in the Ford 
Hall auditorium Sunday, Sept. 
13, at 8:15 p.m. as part of the 
"Transitions· concert series. 
Music professor Deborah 
Montgomery will give a pre-
concert lecture in Ford Hall 
201 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are: 
$8 for children, senior citizens 
and students; $14 for alumni, 
faculty, staff, administrators 
and Friends of Ithaca College 
and $16 for the public. 
Pre-law Society meeting 
John Bradac, director of 
career planning and place-
ment, will be the guest speak-
er at the Pre-law Society 
CLU 
meeting Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 
7 p.m. in Clarke Lounge in the 
Campus Center. The society 
will discuss preparation for law 
school. 
Gerontology lectures 
nmothy Smeeding of 
Syracuse University's Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and 
Public Affairs will speak about 
social security Tuesday, Sept. 
15, at 7:30 p.m. in Emerson 
Suites, Phillips Hall. The talk, 
free and open to the public, is 
sponsored by the Gerontology 
Institute. 
. CORRECTIONS 
German instructor Michael 
Richardson was incorrectly 
identified in a photo caption on 
page 5 in the Sept. 3 edition. 
Director of Publications Marina 
Todd was misquoted in the 
Sept. 3 edition. A timetable 
has not been set to name a 
successor to Pete Moore. 
It is The lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. Please 
contact Assistant News Editor 
Scott Hepburn at 274-3207. 
This Week at 
Miss It 
For more info, call 277-7~11 
By lllcllael W. Bloomrose 
Ithacan Staff · 
This week, 29 years ago: 
The United States Defense officials report they 
arc willing to extend the cease-fire in Vietnam, 
which began with the death of North Vietnamese 
leader Ho Chi Minh last week. While President 
Richard Nixon takes this historic chance to show 
his support for peace in Southeast Asia, South 
Vietnam increases its offensive opportunities in 
North Vietnam. 
Despite North Vietnamese tendencies to break 
cease-fires in the past, even those they initiate, 
United States officials indicate hope for this 
cease-fire. A memorial service for Ho Chi Minh 
will be held in North Vietnam this week . 
Controversy of a lesser type brews at Ithaca 
College as Leo Tracy, chief of the safety division, 
reveals he had asked for three new parking lots in 
the spring but was turned down by the adminis-
tration. Tracy made the request for the parking 
areas in April, but when the 1969-70 budget came 
out, the lots were omitted. 
Vice President of Business and Finance Paul 
Farinella requests this week that Tracy compile a 
survey of the parking situation at Ithaca College. 
Farinella asked for the survey because "most of 
us have noticed that there are more cars on cam-
pus this year than last year." 
When asked if the survey might result in more 
parking spaces, Farinella said although the presi-
dent's cabinet was concerned with the situation, 
no action will be taken until the results of the sur-
SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 
vcy are tallied. 
In other news, Ithacan News Editor 
Georgianna Grace was one of an estimated 
300,000 people spending three days this summer 
at "the 10th largest city in America," better 
known as the Woodstock Music and Art Festival. 
According to Grace, "The music was incentive 
enough to be there, but after looking around and 
feeling that overwhelming sense of unity it 
became no longer just a typical music festival. It 
was everyone doing his own thing but still identi-
fying with the whole." 
Students returning from Woodstock hoping to 
find a relief from the crowds were in for a sur-
prise. Dean John Brown announces there is sim-
ply not enough room on campus and many people 
are forced into makeshift triple rooms. Brown is 
apologetic, expressing hope that a quick solution 
will be discovered that will rapidly solve the 
over-crowding problem. 
Plans include construction of five new 
dorms-known today as the Garden Apartments 
and Bunkers-to help alleviate the housing prob-
lem. To be built on the northwest corner of cam-
pus, these buildings will consist of two, four and 
six person efficiency apartments. 
Four of the dorms arc described as self-con-
tained five-s\ory buildings. The fifth unit will be 
a one-level arc-shaped building facing the lake. 
The latter dor:m will have a grass roof that allows 
the building to blend with the topography. The 
units will house 412 students and should be tin-
ishcd by the 1970 fall semester. 
Welcome Back To School 
12_ •'••ee. -,.,.,,,,,.,, Be,/, '"'"' II.()() ~e,,, .,,,,.,ee. 
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Temporary classroom remains 
One-year 
extension 
approved 
By Rick Mattison 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Construction of new huildings 
lo case overcrowded classrooms 
clullers the campus, yet Ithaca 
College will continue to use a 
modular huilding next lo Smiddy 
Hall. 
The Town of Ithaca Planning 
Board unanimously approved a 
proposal on Sept. I to extend a 
permit for one year for the tem-
porary classroom. 
"Once upon a time [the stu-
dents] were at Smiddy," said 
Thomas Salm, vice president of 
business affairs. "About ten years 
ago we moved them over lo 
Axiom." 
Since the move from Axiom 
to the temporary modules, travel-
ling has been ca~ier for students 
because they do not have to cross 
Danby Road. 
A shortage of masons in the 
area was the largest factor m the 
construction delays, Hatch :-,aid. 
He said there arc :-,hortagcs m 
other areas mvolvcd with con-
struction, but those shortages 
~hould not cause problems. 
"[The local hiring h:.ills] arc 
saying now they're coming up 
short on electricians," Hatch said. 
Physical Plant Director Bruce 
Hatch proposed the extension to 
the board and said Ithaca College 
needed the extension due to con-
struction prohlems. 
MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE/THE ITHACAN 
Ithaca College was granted a one-year permit extension to keep this modular classroom on campus. 
Because of delays in construction for a new facility, Ithaca College had to ask for the prolongment. 
The shortage of workers is not 
just a problem in Ithaca, but one 
that effects the entire Northeast. 
Hatch said the construction is 
taking longer than the administra-
tion had anticipated. He said it 
should be complete hy spring 
1999. 
Dean of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance Richard 
Miller said the extension is a pos-
itive step hecause 11 will not be 
immediately vacated. 
"The students and faculty 
have found [the modules] to be 
very comfortable," Miller said. 
He said the extension granted 
gives the college a chance to fin-
ish the job in a manner beneficial 
to the community. 
"The extension gives us the 
flexibility to make sure the transi-
tion into the new building is one 
that is best for us," Miller said. 
Students will be affected for 
the rest of the academic year by 
continuing to use the temporary 
modules until the new Health 
Sciences and Human Perfor-
mances building is completed. 
The students will eventually 
be moved into the new building 
once construction is complete. 
The new finish dale for the 
building is June 1999. 
The planning board, chaired 
by Fred Wilcox, an associate pro-
fessor of writing at Ithaca 
College, granted the extension on 
the condition it would be finished 
by this date. 
Scoones takes new post 
to study f acuity issues 
By Kim Phillips 
Ithacan Contributor 
After finishing his two-year 
term as interim dean of the busi-
ness school at Ithaca College, Bill 
Scoones has taken a new position 
as special assistant to the provost. 
Scoones will be working 
under the direction of Provost Jim 
Malek on a number of projects 
over a three-year period, includ-
ing studies about faculty gover-
nance and faculty workload. 
Assistant Provost and Dean of 
Graduate Studies Gary 
Broadhead said Scoones' study of 
faculty governance will examine 
the guidelines that document how 
an institution organizes itself and 
il'> work. 
"Scooncs' responsibility is to 
collect and organize the docu-
ments," Broadhead said. "The 
com pi lat ion of the documents 
will enable us to have a unified 
and uniform collection of every-
thing pertaining to governance." 
Scoones' second project will 
consist of collecting data pertain-
ing to faculty workload. The col-
lection will involve sending ques-
tionnaires to faculty and meeting 
with faculty from departments. 
"We would like to ask them 
new questions that haven't been 
asked before," Scooncs said. 
Questions will ask how facul-
ty from all departments spend 
their time at work and how much 
time they put into their positions, 
Scoones said. 
This is the first time Ithaca 
College has embarked on this 
type of faculty study, he said. 
Scoones said the new position 
and new duties arose out of dis-
Ithaca College Hammond Health Center 
Appointments or walkin 
8 to 4 p.m. Monday-Friday 
24-Hour Emergency Care 
Confidential Services: 
Care of General, medical, and surgical problems 
Infirmary Care 
Birth Control and Gyn Exams 
STD Testing 
Allergy Injections 
X-RAY 
Laboratory Monito~ing 
· Medication Room 
Outreach 
Counseling 
Referral Services 
Med-I-Car 
cussions held between himself 
and President Peggy Williams 
last year. 
"[Williams] thinks it is time 
we did an in-depth study of our 
faculty," said Sharon Runge, 
executive as~1stant to the presi-
dent. "The president thinks it is 
essential." 
The faculty studies Scoones 
will be working on coincide with 
a multi-institutional study on the 
same issues. 
LISA COMMISSOfTHE ITHACAN 
Recently-appointed Special Assistant to the Provost Bill Scoones 
will work on projects involving faculty governance and workload. 
"We are not working in isola-
tion," Runge said. "This is actual-
ly part of a larger project done ~y 
the Association of New American 
Colleges with financial support 
from Pew Charitable Trusts." 
There are approximately IO to 
15 other colleges and universities 
involved, each undertaking its 
own project, Runge said. 
There will be a meeting with 
various departments on Sept. 28 
to discuss and lay out details of 
the faculty workload study, 
Scoones said. 
"Our study of faculty work-
load will be through a departmen-
tal approach," Broadhead said. 
Scoones has served as an 
Ithaca College administrator 
since 1973. In his career, he has 
STORE HOURS: BIG 
AL'S Monday-Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday: 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
served as interim dean of the 
School of Business, dean of grad-
uate studies and continuing edu-
cation, interim provost, dean of 
allied health professions and act-
ing dean of the School of Health 
Sciences and Human Perfor-
mance, plus additional roles. 
Scoones came to Ithaca 
College in 1969 as an assistant 
professor of education. 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
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Vacancies, programs concern RHA 
By Aaron J. Mason 
Ithacan Contributor 
Serving as the voice of the 
residents of the college, Resident 
Hall Association President Diane 
Noccrino said the RHA's first 
,goal for the year is lo 
fill the positions of 
hall council and exec-
utive board vice presi-
dent. 
position on the board, candidates 
must attend two meetings. 
Nocerino said she is cager to 
elect the hall council. 
"We've started off the year 
with tons of interest from first-
year students," 
Noccrino said. 
"I'm hoping to increase 
fundraising," Bromley said. "We 
are hoping to have more vendors. 
The more money we have, the 
more programs we can do." 
Frederick said this year's 
RHA can make an impact 
through better communication 
and programs for residents. 
"[We want) to get our name 
out on campus and informing 
people what RHA is," Frederick 
said. 
Nocerino said communication 
is the key for the success of the 
RHA. 
"We hope to get responses 
from the students that we arc 
making a difference," Noccrino 
said: 
They will build their agenda 
for the board as events unfold and 
through interaction with the 
newly elected hall council. 
Noccrino said she hopes through 
this process the residents' voices 
will be heard. 
For more information about 
joining RHA, call the Student 
Activities Center at 274-3377. 
The RHA is headed 
hy Noccrino, a sopho-
more, junior secretary 
Jcrrnifcr Frederick and 
snphomorc treasurer 
Katie Bromley. 
Although she did 
not site any specific 
plans for the year, 
Noccrino said she wants · 
to work closely with 
resident assistants and 
residence directors, ask-
ing them to help solicit 
student interest in the 
hall council and actions 
SGA seeks representatives 
By Ithacan Staff 
Nocerino 
Senior Rose Anne 
of the RHA. Dioguardi, who was elected vice 
president last semester, resigned 
from the position earlier this year. 
Dioguardi said she resigned for 
personal reasons. 
"Running successful and 
well-attended programs," is a 
main focus Noccrino has for the 
executive board, she said. 
SGA announced its Septem-
ber timelinc beginning with 
Student Congress Represen-
tative elections, which will 
continue through Friday in res-
idence halls throughout cam-
pus. 
Elections lo fill the vacancies 
will not be held until at least the 
second RHA meeting of the year, 
which is scheduled for Sept. 23. 
Frederick said. According to 
RHA policy, in order to run for a 
One of the purposes of the hall 
council is 10 provide programs 
the students can benefit from. 
Bromley said more can he 
accomplished with more money 
in their treasury. 
Elections for off-campus, 
academic and satellite school 
representatives will be held on 
Wednesday, Sept. 16. The 
deadline to turn in intent-to-run 
I' R I :\ C I I' I. E S ,, I S () l :\ fl I{ I·: I" I I{ I. .\\ I·: :\ T I :\ \" 1-: S I I :\ c, 
RECENTLY, 
MORNINGSTAR CALLED 
USCHEAP. 
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY 
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT 
Lll(ETHAT. 
;\ II financial companies charge operating fees 
fl.. and expenses-some more than others. Of 
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. 
That way, more of your money goes where it 
should -towards building a comfortable future. 
We make low expenses a top priority. 
As the largest retirement system in the 
world 1-a nonprofit company focused exclu-
sively on the financial needs of the educational 
and research communities - our expenses are 
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual 
fund industries.' 
In fact. TIAA-CREF's 0.31% average fund 
expenses are less than hair of the expense charges 
of" comparable funds.' It's why Morningstar-
one of the nation's leading sources of annuity and 
mutual fund information - says, ''At that level 
[TIAA-CREF] is cheaper than any other 
[ variable annuity] policy, and is even compet-
itive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes, 
though it offers far more benefits."' 
"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the 
financial services industry." 
Of course, expenses are only one factor to 
consider when you make an inve!>tment decision. 
Morningstar also noted our commitment to 
"consumer education, service" and "solid 
investment performance." I3ecause that can 
make a difference in the long run, too. 
At TIAA-CREF. we believe people would 
like to spend more in retirement, not on their 
retirement company. Today, over two million 
people count on that approach to help them 
build a comfortable and secure future. So 
can you. To find out more, call us at 
1800842-2776. We'd consider it a compliment. 
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."' 
I, BJsed on $236 billion in assets under management. 2. Stt1mlarc) C'."'~ p,,,,,.;, /11,,urrzn« Ri11ur}~11a(y.,i,.,, I 998: Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., 
t.1,1.,, ./J,,...,1,.,., ':lu.d_yltml /),1/,1 1998 (Quarterly). 3. Of the 4,829 variable annu,ties tra by_ Morningstar, the a~eragc f~nd had total fees 
l.'ombaning annual expenses of 0.82% plus an msurancc expense of 1.27%. Source: ommgstar, Inc., for penoda ending 7/31/98 
4. Source: Morningstar Prmc1pia V.rn.16/, Annml II.if, 4130/98. 
TIAA-CREF expenses arc subjt-ct to change and are not guararltt-ed for the future. :ut"J>ei-foffl":"ce 1s no guara.nttt of future results. 
TIAA-CRr:F Individual and lnstllutional Services distnbutes CREF certif,ca can<J-tnterests m the TIAA Real Estate Account. 
For mo~ complete information. including charges and expenses. call I 800 2.,.i776, extension 5509, for the prospectuses. 
q, . .,! rlwm, ,II 1·fu!h hc-fnrc \ ou in\'C!'f OP" :;rnrl mnrM"V 
forms is 5 p.m. Saturday. 
Applications for the Student 
Congress Chair position arc 
available m the Student 
Activities Center on the third 
floor of Egbert Hall. 
Applications arc due hy 
Monday, Sept. 14, and the SGA 
executive board will hold inter-
views on Thursday, Sept. 17. 
Applications for public rela-
tions director, advertising 
director and special projects arc 
available and due hy Fm.lay, 
Sept. 18. 
An informal congress meet-
ing and reception is scheduled 
for Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 8: 15 
p.rn. in the North Meeting 
Room on the third floor of 
Eghcrt Hall. 
A training session for con-
gress representative~ will fol-
low on Sunday, Sept. 27. from 
noon to 5 p.rn. in the North 
Meeting Room. 
wHEN: September 23, 1998 
r,.oopm /3E: TextorN•102 
The Walt Disney College Program is about friends, 
experiences and opportunities you'll discover as 
you live, learn and earn in our world. · 
510P BY AND DISCOVBt A \ValN D 
OF OITORIU.&J& Al DISNEY. 
www careermasa,c com/cm/v.dw/wdwl hrml 
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Youth rally dritws 18 
from Ithaca College 
By Erin Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
Eighteen Ithaca College stu-
dents carried their personal goals 
to New York City last weekend to 
participate in the Million Youth 
March. 
"This is the first pm,itivc step 
for youth to take the initiative of 
controlling the community, con-
trolling yourself and taking the 
responsibilities of our own," 
senior Carlos Perkins said. 
Sophomore Jcrrill Adams had 
been planning the trip for the stu-
dents since April. Three students 
made the trip in one day with 
Cornell University students, 
while fifteen others stayed until 
Monday for the West Indian 
American Day Carnival. 
Before they left on Friday 
night, Adams asked everyone to 
write what they wanted to get out 
of the march. 
Adams said he planned to get 
more active in the community, 
help youth, deal with drug use and 
teenage pregnancy and network 
with others with the same goals. 
Sophomore and Brooklyn-
native Yolanda Atkins said it is 
important for Ithaca College stu-
dents from the New York City 
area to keep abreast of what 
occurs there while they arc away. 
Before Saturday's march, 
much of the attention wa! 
focused on the organizer, Khalid 
Abdul Muhammad, rather than 
on the goals of the youth. 
"A lot of people, white and 
black, don't want the march to 
happen." Perkins said. "They put 
a face [Khalid Abdul 
Muhammad's] on the march, so it 
could look bad." 
Muhammad is recognilcd for 
his concern for the nation's 
youth, but his anti-Jewish and 
anti-white comments received 
much attention. 
Some of the students said they 
thought Muhammad's reputation 
for controversial" comments led 
New York City Mayor Rudolph 
Giuliani to restrict the time and 
space given to the event. 
Giuliani cut the march from 
seven hours to four. He also 
restricted the march to six blocks 
in Harlem, down from the previ-
ously allotted 29, Perkins said. 
Adams said he thought it was 
"irrational and shameful" for 
New York City to cut back the 
event. 
Before the students left for 
New York, they still did not have 
a schedule of events because of 
the cut-backs. 
Perkins said the event went 
well, despite the complications. 
. "Everything went pretty 
good," Perkins said, "but there 
were way too many police offi-
cers." 
At the march, police m riot 
gear blocked off some streets in 
Harlem and stood atop buildings, 
Perkins said. Police helicopters 
also made passes over the crowd 
of an estimated 6,000 people. 
Atkins said a situation of 
hositlity created by excessive 
police officers may have been the 
reason attendance was so low. 
"Given the circumstances, the 
turnout was good," Perkins said. 
The day before the march, the 
Anti-Defamation League pub-
lished advertisements in all New 
York City newspapers telling 
people not to go to the march. 
Muhammad spoke last at the 
march. He urged the youth to 
defend themselves by taking the 
police officers' guns. His speech 
ended at 4 p.m., the scheduled 
time for the event's end. 
According to the New York 
Times, police in riot gear charged 
the stage to tum off the sound as 
the speech concluded. The crowd 
threw bottles, barricades and 
trash baskets· at the police. One 
person in the crowd and fifteen 
officers were injured. 
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Lightning struck NYSEG's South Hill substation Monday, 
knocking out power to people downtown and on South Hill. 
Thunderstorm 
knocks out cable 
By Ithacan Staff 
The severe thunderstorm 
that ravaged much of Central 
New York early Monday 
morning did not cause nearly 
as much grief to Ithaca 
College. 
One problem hindering stu-
dents was the loss of cable 
television during the morning. 
Tom Doheny, assistant gen-
eral manager of Time Warner 
in Ithaca, said the company 
could not provide cable 
because there was no power 
from which to generate. 
NYSEG officials reported 
about 5,000 customers lost 
power after lightning struck 
the South Hill substation on 
South Cayuga Street. 
Residents living downtown 
had power restored in the 
early afternoon, while others 
living on South Hill had to 
wait longer, NYSEG reported. 
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Quad window, screen secuf"ity··.que=rled 
Continued from page 1 
the problem to residence direc-
tors. It will then be reported to 
Physical Plant. Vanderburgh said 
an emergency situation, such as a 
toilet overflowing, will be taken 
care of immediately. 
"Screens arc not our lop prior-
11y," Vanderburgh said. It takes 
~even days lo have a screen fixed, 
he S,lld. 
Vanderburgh said Physical 
Phnl receives 17,000 service 
requests annually. There is· no 
record of when the screens were 
last replaced. 
Drake said security screens, 
which cost several hundred dol-
lars, were put in the Terraces 
when they were renovated in 
1994. 
Tallcoll and Rowland halls 
were renovated this past summer 
and no security screens were put 
in. Vanderburgh said the fund~ 
used for renovation had to go to 
other problems, including a new 
sprinkler system. 
"Security screens will make 
me feel safer," one of the Landon 
Hall basement students said. "I 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY Gf,fN COTTVTHE ITHACAN 
Students living In the quads complain that screens on the ground floor ere easy to break into. 
Superintendent of Maintenance William Drake said the screens are replaced only If they are ripped. 
wouldn't have lo worry every 
time I come back to my room that 
all my stuff will be gone." 
Drake said screens cost $30 to 
replace and arc only replaced 
when ripped. If the frame is loose 
or bent, it will be bent back and 
put back into place, Drake said. 
Vanderburgh said screens are 
not a security measure. Windows 
and locks arc the security. 
"We should be watching these 
things," Vanderburgh said 
Norman Wail, associate direc-
tor of campus safety, said there 
have been no reports of students 
rooms being entered this year. 
Wall said he could only recall a 
few incidents last year. 
"Screens are not· a security 
measure," Wail said. "Students 
that are aware and call with any-
thing suspicious can prevent fur-
ther problems." 
Security sticks can be issued to 
students on ground floors during 
break periods of TI1anksgiving, 
Christmas and spring break, said 
Daresc Doskal-Scaffido, area 
coc>rdinator for the upper and 
lower quads. 
The sticks can be placed in the 
window track to prevent a win-
dow from being opened. 
The major concern is that the 
unsafe screens are made secure, 
Doskal-Scaffido said. 
During the breaks, resident 
assistants do room checks and 
campus safety docs inside and 
outside ground floor patrols. If 
students would still like to obtain 
a stick for these breaks they 
should contact a RA. 
Students who have screen or 
window lock problems can con-
tact their RA. Make sure the RA 
knows the extent of the problem 
so it can be taken care of right 
away. 
THURSDAY, Sept.10 
Ithaca College 
A A 
Student Alumni Association 
Get to know US! We have the activities you'll enjoy! 
ICE CREAM SOCIAL 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center 
September 10th at 7 p.m. 
Bring a friend or roommate! 
The Student.Alumni Association serves as a tradition builder, 
creativelytseeking links between ·students and alumni while 
encouraging pride within the Ithaca College family. 
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AC·C- works· to resolve problems 
Some accounts 
not accessible 
By Danny Manus 
Ithacan Contributor 
Students who subscribe to ACC 
Telecom's long-distance calling system 
have been forced lo deal with delays in 
activating and de-activating the phone 
company's voice mail system. 
Despite improvements to ACC's voice 
mail system, students have encountered 
problems contacting the telephone compa-
ny, which is the only long-distance service 
provider for Ithaca College. 
every school ACC services is different, 
similar instances occur on all campuses. 
"Because everyone arrives at the same 
time, and because of the volumes of voice 
mails that need to be activated, delays hap-
pen everywhere," Bomysoad said. 
Bomysoad said if more students would 
sign up over the summer, there would not 
be as much of a delay when they came to 
school. 
"[Service] is better than it has been the 
last two years, even though there arc some 
delays," Bomysoad said. 
ACC has hired more people to help new 
students activate their accounts. The com-
pany has people working at night to ensure 
that service is being maintained and set up 
ACC was scheduled to have 315 stu-
dents set up with voice mail accounts by 
Aug. 23. Of those accounts, 15 students are 
having problems or are without service. 
' as quickly as possible. 
However, certain circumstances caused 
delays in· activation, said Roseann 
Bomysoad, vice president of university 
services at ACC. If a student changes 
rooms, or if there is more than one person 
using the voice mail system in each room, 
activation will take longer. 
"For those students who returned the 
roommate activation form they were sent 
over the summer, their voice mails should 
have been activated before they even got 
[to school]," said Bomysoad, who oversees 
all of ACC's college programs. 
Freshman Mara Heppen, who signed up 
over the summer and who had not changed 
rooms, still could not activate her voice 
mail system. 
"The directions are somewhat unclear 
ANDREW THOMPSON/THE ITHACAN 
ACC Telecom worker Ruth Calhoun chats with freshman Elizabeth Faidley about a 
question of service at the company's on-campus office In the Terrace Dining Hall. 
on how to activate it [the system], and 
every number we called for help told us 
something different," Hcppcn said. "My 
roommate and I expected the voice mails 
to be ready when we got here and it wasn't. 
Now, we would just like our money back 
and we will buy an answering machine." 
Freshman Alexis Gernay had a different 
type of problem with her voice mail. She 
could not de-activate it after deciding to 
use an answering machine instead. 
"It took me a week and a half to get the 
system de-activated and during that time, 
no calls were getting through to the 
answering machine, and no messages were 
being recorded," Gernay said. 
Problems like these are not isolated to 
Ithaca College. Bomysoad said although 
A Celebration 
of Unit~ 
ACC's billing arrangements have also 
been altered, Bomysoad said. 
"ACC now features a flat rate of ten 
cents a minute and our monthly fee is good 
and competitive," Bomysoad said. 
The contract between Ithaca College 
and ACC expires in June 1999. At that 
point, the college will either bid for a new 
service or extend its contract with ACC. 
"ACC would very much like to return to 
Ithaca," Bomysoad said. "We have invest-
ed in all the equipment over the last six 
years, and now that it is paid off, we want 
to offer an even more competitive package 
in the coming years." 
Ithaca College will make its decision in 
summer 1999. 
Bomysoad said if students arc having a 
problem, they should either go to the on-
campus office, located in the Terrace 
Dining Hall, or call 375-5222. 
free St>eech Rock Friday, Sept. 11 - Join President Peggy Williams, 
Student Bo!y President Mark Naparstek, and others at the "free speech rock" at noon on 
the academic quad in a Unity Day celebration. 
Sponsored by Tricouncil and the Office of Minority Affairs. In the event of rai4 
the event will be moved to the Hill Center Gym 
Unity Relays and Ice· Cream Social Saturday, Sept. 1:.a-
Promoting solidarity, the second annual Ithaca College Unity Relays will be held at 
Butterfield Stadium with race registration and team formations beginning at 10 a.m. 
The rain date for the relays is-$unda~ $ept 13 at IO a.m. 
We Hope to See You 'ftlerel 
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Library spruces up appearance 
Renovations 
allow users 
• 
easier access 
By Jennifer Hodess 
Ithaca,, Contributor 
The Gannett Center, which 
houses Ithaca College's library, 
underwent a series of renovations 
over the summer to make the 
building's exterior appearance 
more appealing and interior more 
user-friendly. 
Exterior renovations were 
needed to stop a leaking roof. 
preserve materials and prevent 
moisture from seeping through 
the windows. Relocation of some 
materials and additional seating 
were among interior changes. 
Johnson said she has not 
received any negative feedback, 
although she said it will take 
some time for upperclassmen to 
get used to the differences . 
"The students have noticed 
the changes and arc pleased," 
Johnson said. 
The only major construction-
type renovation the library has 
undergone is its connection to 
Ford Hall. There is a hole in the 
library wall waiting to be filled 
with a connecting bridge. The 
bridge is in place and the physical 
connection ha~ been made, but 
construction is not complete. 
"None of the changes we have 
made thus far will have a nega-
tive effect on employees," 
Johnson said. "However, there 
arc some discussions about mov-
ing the music collection to the 
third floor." 
Over the summer, all of the 
windows in the Gannett Center 
were replaced. The old windows, 
which were falling out, allowed 
bugs and dampness into the facil-
ity, creating a safety hazard. A 
new brown-colored, latex-based 
coating has also been applied to 
give the building a new facade 
and the roof has been replaced. 
USA COMMISSOITHE ITHACAN 
Ithaca College's library In the Gannett Center underwent a series of changes over summer break. The 
reference desk and circulation desk were moved closer to the library's second floor entrance. Among 
other changes, the library will soon be connected to Ford Hall, allowing direct access for students. 
Johnson said there has been 
no final decision on the move. 
Even if the change occurs, it will 
not be a hindrance, she said. 
"Although the changes have 
been confusing to returning stu-
dents, there is more room and it 
makes our job a little easier," 
Reference Librarian Kurt Bogart 
said. 
Other changes include interior 
renovations to the library. As one 
enters the building on the second 
floor, the reference desk has been 
moved closer to the entrance on 
the right-hand side, and the circu-
lation desk is now on the left. 
Students and faculty now have 
easier access to the resources 
available at these desks. 
said. "It has smoothed things out 
and made the flow of answering 
questions and helping patrons 
much easier." 
"This new set-up is much 
more logical," Reference 
Librarian Jennifer Strickland 
The library also had its carpet 
and main floor replaced. There 
are now 20 additional seating 
areas on the main floor and the 
Are You S~reetWise? 
I f you're still searching for the areas hot-spots, we've got news for you-StreetWise: TcAT's Guide to Getting Around. 
We'll not only tell you about all of the great places you can go in 
Tompkins County, we'll tell you how you can get there. 
F ind out how to get to local parks, movie houses, sporting events, the Commons, the mall, and the hippest nightclubs 
on TCAT's convenient routes. Learn how to navigate around life's 
little hassles: parking fees at local parks and colleges, traffic hold-
ups, and that long walk up South Aurora Street. Before you know 
it, you'll be mastering the ins-and-outs, ups-and-downs, and twists-
and-turns of public transit in Tompkins County. 
P ick up your copy of StreetWise, in the Ithaca Times Fall Guide on newsstands September 10th. It may not be as 
exciting as the Kamasutra, but it's a lot more practical (and you 
won't have to hide it under your bed). 
277-RIDE • www.tcatbus.com 
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periodicals were moved closer to 
the entrance. Students do not 
have to go through the circulation 
desk anymore to look at newspa-
pers or magazines. 
"We were going for a more 
organized, warmer look," Library 
Director Margaret Johnson said. 
The library is open Monday-
Thursday 8:30 a.m. to midnight, 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to JO p.m., 
Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and 
Sunday noon to midnight. 
J 
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Get Hired! Seminar Schedule 
<ilJoctt came, tim liar 
Tu Stpt.15 6:00pm RoomllS 
Th Sept.17 6:00pm Room 115 
w Sepl 13 6:00p111 loooltlS 
" 
Sept 28 6:00pm loom 11S 
Tu Oct. 6 S:Otpm loom 11S 
umsCsotsr 
w Oct. 2, 2:00pm SOU11ttlmincaoom 
11s Oct. ll l:Otp111 llrillMdnl...., 
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Monday, Aug. 24 
• Trespass, No Degree 
location: Gannett Center - construction 
site 
Summary: Five students were referred 
judicially in two separate incidents after 
being found within the construction area. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
location: East Tower - 13th floor bath· 
room 
Summary: Caller requested assistance for 
person who was ill. Student transported to 
health center. 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist TCSD 
location: Coddington Road 
Summary: Caller requested an officer to 
respond to above location and destroy an 
injured deer. 
• larceny/Credit Card, 4th Degree 
Location: Terrace Dining 
Summary: Subject took items out of some-
one else's purse. Items recovered. Subject 
arrested and appearance ticket issued. 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist TCSD 
location: ICCS 
Summary: Deputy requested assistance 
contacting students who still have Time 
Warner Cable equipment from last school 
year. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Terrace 8 - first floor 
Summary: Caller stated several subjects 
were throwing rocks at building and one 
rock was thrown through a window screen. 
Identity of people throwing rocks unknown. 
Tuesday,August25 
• Disorderly Conduct 
Location: Gannett Center - near stairs to 
East Tower 
Summary: Caller stated seeing several 
individuals attempting to tie a male subject 
to a tree. Persons were gone on arrival. 
Victim later located in Holmes Hall and 
denied being involved in the incident. 
• Unlawful Possession of Marijuana, No 
Degree 
location: Emerson Hall - first floor even 
side 
Summary: Officer responded to a com-
plaint of persons possessing marijuana. 
Two students referred judicially. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Acts of 
Dishonesty 
Location: Emerson Hall - first floor even 
side 
Summary: Officer had information about a 
fake ID. One student to be referred judi-
cially. 
• Unlawful Possession of Marijuana, No 
Degree 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller requested officer assis-
tance confronting a large party. Alcohol 
Involvement and possibiy marijuana. Two 
students to be refe'"1 judicially. 
I 
• Trespass, No Degree/ 
location: Gannett Center - construction 
area 
Summary: One student referred judicially 
after being found in construction area. 
• Hazing, 2nd Degree 
location: East Tower - Substation Road 
Summary: Caller reported extremely intox-
icated male subject headed for East 
Tower. Student was highly intoxicated and 
friends tied him up and drew on him with a 
marker while he was passed out. All stu-
dents involved referred for judicial action. 
• Check on the Welfare 
l6cation: Garden Apartment 
Summary: Caller dialed 911 during argu-
ment with boyfriend. Stated she was fine 
and did not want ~ response. Slated 
everything was okay. She called back 
later to reaffinn that she was okay and she 
was going to her room. Transported by 
officer. 
• Trespass, No Degree 
Location: Ford Hall - construction site 
Summary: Two students referred judicially 
after being found in construction area. 
• Aggrivated Harassment 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller requested to speak to an 
officer about harassing telephone calls. 
• Disorderly Conduct 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Female/male altercation. Non-
student male was arrested for disorderly 
conduct and resisting arrest. 
• Unlawful Possession of Marijuana, No 
Degree 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Report of a suspicious odor. 
Three students to be referred judicially for 
marijuana possession. 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist IPD 
Location: All Other - College Circle 
Summary: Student sending another stu-
dent's parents harassing fax and tele-
phone calls. Origin of communicalion is 
City of Ithaca. Matter referred to IPD. 
Wednesday, August 26 
• Information Only 
Location: Health Center 
.. 
-~ ' ... ,. ::· ./.. 
Summary: Prescription drug missing from 
inventory. 
• Aggrivated Harassment 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Student received harassing 
phone calls from ex-boyfriend. 
Thursday, August 27 
• Grand Larceny 
Location: Smiddy Hall 
Summary: Caller reported theft of two 
video cameras (worth approximately $500 
each) from the Physcial Therapy depart-
ment. 
Friday, August 28 
• Unlawful Dealing with a Child 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: Issued court waiver to non-stu-
dent for purchasing alcohol for underage 
students. 
• Accidental Property Damage, Non-crimi-
nal Damage 
Location: Upper l-lot 
Summary: No parking sign/firelane sign 
knocked over. Service request filed. 
• V&T Violation, All Other V&T Violations 
location: Terrace 2 
Summary: Vehicle issued ticket for stop 
sign violation. Fraudulent license confis-
cated. 
• Harassment 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Students reported a non-stu-
dent is attempting to make unwanted con-
tact. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Alcohol Policy 
Violation 
location: Landon Hall - second floor 
Summary: Report of subjects with funnel 
on balcony of residence hall. Two students 
to be referred judicially for alcohol policy 
violation. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Caller reported intoxicated male 
who Is unconscious. Bangs Ambulance 
responded. Subject signed off with Bangs 
and was transported to the health center 
by patrol. 
Saturday, August 29 
• Trespass, No Degree 
Location: HS&HP Building - construction 
site 
Summary: Two students referred judicially 
after being found inside the HS&HP con-
struction site. 
• liquor law Violation, All ABC Violations 
to"'"• 
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Location: Fann Road - Rogan~s. 
Coddington Road 
Summary: Report of persons in posses-
sion of alcohol. One student ran and was 
unable to be located by authorities. Other 
student issued an ABC ticket for underage 
possession. First student later located and 
charged. 
• Unlawful Possession of Marijuana, No 
Degree 
Location: Terrace 5 
Summary: Caller reports a suspicious 
odor, possibly marijuana, coming from a 
nearby room. Two students to be referred 
judicially for unlawful possession of mari-
juana. 
• Unlawful Possession of Marijuana, No 
Degree 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Suspicious odor, possibly mari-
juana. One student to be referred judicially 
for possession. 
• Aggnvated Harassment, 2nd Degree 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Persons placed threatening 
message on board of resident's room. 
Sunday,Aug.30 
• Conduct Code Violation, Noise 
Location: Farm Road 
Summary: One student to be referred judi-
cially for public urination. 
• Unlawful Possession of Marijuana, No 
Degree 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Odor of marijuana from resi-
dence hall room. Four students to be 
referred to judicial affairs. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 - laundf'J 
room 
Summary: Broken window in the door 
leading to laundry room. 
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Our 
VIEW 
Image is not everything, 
nor should it ever be 
A famous tennis player once said "Image is 
everything." It was just an advertisement, but 
apparently it is truth among some here at Ithaca 
College. 
Clearly, there is a gap between the school's 
t external image and its internal reality. Some inter-
nal realities are crowded classes, lack of 
resources, and alcohol use and abuse. The exter-
nal image, though not necessarily inaccurate, 
includes a 12 to 1 student to faculty ratio, a 
healthy growing campus and community, and 
scores of positive extra-curricular activities. 
The external image is projected mostly by 
administrators, particularly those in Job and 
Alumni Hall. It is their duty to let everyone away 
from South Hill know how flawless the college is. 
Those of us immersed in the college community 
know the rosy message leaves out other aspects. 
We know there are parties. We know we have 
to beg a professor to let us into a class that is 
already over capacity. We know the struggles of 
getting around campus during two major construc-
tion projects. 
Obviously, it does not benefit any of those who 
project the external image to have some of the 
internal realities displayed openly. That is when 
they voice their objections. 
Those complaints are usually made because 
the internal reality affects the college's external 
image. The reality may not be the image the 
image-makers want to promote, but not everyone 
in the community agrees on what the image 
should be. Further, a distinction needs to be made 
between image and reputation. 
Image is something manufactured, fitted and 
executed, akin to a strategy. Reputation is earned, 
and speaks to the character of a person or institu-
tion. 
Ultimately, the image of this college will be 
altered and shaped by image-makers. The reputa-
tion of this college is the responsibility of everyone 
and will be earned by the success of its alumni. 
Freshly-planted flowers for Senior Week are 
nice, but they do little to enhance the value of an 
education or a degree. 
Function should supercede form. Instead of 
worrying about how the college looks, let us con-
centrate on how the college is. Image is not every-
thing-reputation is. 
~Ithacan· 
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Disappointed 
I was disappointed to 
read the misleading and sen-
sationalistic headlines, and· 
misquoted infonnation in the 
article "Increased e-mail 
shuts down ~ystem," hy Mr. 
Danny Manus, in last 
Thursday's Ithacan. 
Starting out his interview 
with me with a question 
along the lines of "Tell me 
about the problems with 
ResNet," it was apparent Mr. 
Manus was approaching his 
investigation with a negative 
agenda. There were actually 
remarkably few problems 
with ResNet, apparent by the 
fact that 1,200 students suc-
cessfully connected in the 
first two weeks of the semes-
ter. And Mr. Manus's charac-
terization of the student e-
mail system as shut down 
was incorrect-some student 
e-mail was delayed for 24 
hours, but the system did not 
shut down. The subheading 
"ACCS works extra hours to 
fix flaws" was also wrong-
the technicians were working 
extra hours on the ResNet 
Installation Fair-for the stu-
dents, I might add. 
It saddens me to sec that 
Mr. Manus and the editors of 
the lthaca11, chose to con-
struct a story that focuses on 
the negative, and buries the 
positive. I rcali,.;e that the 
Ithacan is a student paper, 
but sloppy and sensationalis-
tic writing docs a di!\Scrvicc 
to all. 
David Weil 
Assistant Director, 
Academic Computing & 
Client Services 
Vote Sept. 16 
Sitting in a congress 
meeting might not be how 
you want to spend your 
Tuesday nights at Ithaca 
College. Maybe meeting 
with your dean, reporting to 
your Hall Council, allocating 
money or plugging away at a 
co-curricular projects seems 
like something at the bottom 
of your list of things to do. 
It might not even be on 
that ltst-who know~? But 
this year, 64 people will 
decide to do that. And those 
64 will represent around 
5,200 in the 66th Student 
Congress. 
On Wednesday, Sept. 16, 
the men and women who 
have opted to represent the 
Ii vc schools and off-campus 
students will appear on a bal-
lot located in Phillips Hall. 
Chances arc you won't know 
all of the candidates personal-
ly; you might not even rccog-
niLe some of the names. But 
they arc still competing to 
represent you. Why vote? 
Vote because these people 
want to help make decisions 
and implement plans about 
. the place where you live and 
work. 
On Sept. 16, the 66th 
Congress is elected. 
Shouldn't they really repre-
sent you? 
Nick Tarant '00 
SGA Vice President of 
Communications 
Let your voice 
be heard! 
We want your letters. Drop them off in Roy H. 
Park Hall 269, send them via e-mail to 
lthacan@lthaca.edu or fax them to 
607-274-1565. Deadline is Monday 5 p.m. 
Letters are printed in order received. 
~Ithacan 
Tl,r Nrwspt1prr j,ir thr /ihrH 11 Co/Ir,:,· C11ttut111t111\' 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
Lt•tters to the editor are due by 5 p.m. tire Monday befort• publication, and should i11c/11de name, 
phone numbo; maJor and year of graduation. 
Leuers must be less than 200 words and tyflewrillen. The lth~an reserves the rig/rt lo edit let-
ters for Length, clarity and taste. The opinion editor will contact all individuals who submit fellers. 
Opinions expressed on these pages do not necessarily reflect those of faculty, staff and adminis-
tration. "Our View" represents tlie majority opinion of the editorial board. 
A single copy of The Ithacan is avmlable from w1 authorized distribution point to any individual 
witliin Tompkins CounJy. Multiple copies and mail subscriptions are available from The Ithacan 
office. Please call (607) 274-3208 for rates. 
All Ithaca College students, regardless of major. are invited to join The Ithacan staff. Interested 
students should conlact an editor or manager listed to tire left or visit The Ithacan office in Park 
Hall Room 269. 
Mailing address: 269 Park Hall, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY. /4850-7258 
Telephone: ((,(}7) 274-3208 Fax: ((,(}7) 274-1565 
Internet: ithacan@ithaca.edu -
World Wide Web: http://www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
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Creating _an-image: character, 
exploration, self-discovery ~ 
For many, coming to college 
~ignifies a new hcginning, a 
chance to leave hehind the past 
and start fresh. It is an opportuni-
ty to rc-
d e fin c 
who you 
arc hascd 
on what 
you want 
to be, not 
necessar-
ily what 
others 
push you 
to he. The 
image 
you cre-
ate here 
over the next four years can serve 
you well in future goals, hoth per-
sonally and career-wise. This 
process of creation allows one to 
explore things about themselves 
that perhaps they didn't know 
existed and to discover what is 
truly important to them as indi-
viduals. 
In her hook, Simplify four 
Life, Elaine St. James talks ahout 
the many different layers of pre-
tense we can adopt in developing 
our images, not to satisfy our-
selves, hut to meet the needs of 
others. The standards of those 
around us can he a strong influl 
cnce in detennining how we pre-I 
sent ourselves to the community. 
She encourages us lo think about 
who is most important in this 
process and lo create an image for 
ourselves hased upon that. 
Learning lo he yourself can he an 
extremely satisfying experience, 
and once you have created an 
image you are happy with, the 
other parts of your life can fall 
into place. 
Ithaca College presents a cer-
tain image to prospective and cur-
rent students: an institution with a 
prestigious reputation, focused on 
academic excellence and commu-
nity involvement holh on and off 
campus in a beautiful locale. It is 
this image that draws students to 
the college; students who want to 
associate themselves with these 
characteristics. In much the same 
way, students at Ithaca College 
arc on a continuous quest to 
define their own image, and the 
options arc endless. From an 
accomplished athlete on the play-
ing field to a dedicated leader on 
campus; from a caring volun-
teer within the community 
to a focused expert 
within an academic 
discipline; all arc 
images we may 
hope to make 
our own. For 
some it will he 
one of these, 
for others it 
will be a com-
hination of · 
several. Whal 
is most impor-
tant is that you 
strive toward 
one. 
From the oppo-
site perspective, it is 
important to remember 
that cultural slogan-
"Image is Nothing; Ohey Your 
Thirst," reminding us all that you 
can create whatever image you 
•fjl/' C, • c• 
want, hut if you areri't being' true 
to yourself, it prohahly isn't 
worth the tune or effort. 
Mathew R. Chctnik is 
a Residn1ce 
Director. 
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One Womans 
TAKE 
Kristin 
Muenzen 
Ithacan 
Columnist 
Like it or not, 
image is key 
A quick survey. Image i!-. ,. 
A. Everything 
B. Nothing 
C. Somewhere m the middle 
Depending on who you talk to, 
any of these three choices could be 
the answer. Bui which one 1s right? 
Whether we like it or not, image 
is important. It might not he 
answer "A", hut it sure comes 
close. People put emph,L~is on it, 
relate to it, label it and want to 
understand people and places 
through it. It explains why we 
dress, act and live the way we do. 
While it is great to have a per-
sonally confident attitude, what 
we think and what others think 
arc two different things. And, 
sometimes, the "others" point of 
view is, conccdingly, more 
important than our own. 
So it explains why image 
almost needs to be everything at a 
place like Ithaca College. The 
college consistently looks profes-
sionally cared for (if you arc not 
near construction), but have you 
ever noticed it looks that much 
better on occasions like Parents 
Weekend, Homecoming, Grad-
uation and visiting days for 
prospective students? 
This image is part pride, part 
necessity. In tem1s of pride, acad-
emic buildings are well-kept 
learning environments. Home 
matches and games carry pride 
because of the care given to the 
athletic fields. As a community, 
the college wants to look and 
carry a productive atmosphere, 
and 1t starts with pride and 
appearance. 
The other part of image, neces-
sity, means Ithaca College must 
relate to and think of people who 
are not at the college everyday, 
but are nevertheless very impor-
t;llnt. Parents, alumni and prospec-
tive students are, for various rea-
sons, essential to the college and 
rely heavily on the image that 
appearance offers . 
On top of these ideas, image is 
not only appearance, but people. 
When students interact with others 
at different schools or internships: 
or when questionable pictures arc 
printed in The lrhaca11, images of 
academic integrity and environ-
ment are at stake. How the public 
eye interprets these actions creates 
an image of Ithaca's community. 
Image is not everything, but it 
counts for something. It is how 
others sec Ithaca College as a 
whole and students as imlividu-
als. It is pride and necessity com-
bined, and while the thoughts of 
others should not always take 
front row, they often must, 
because somehow, sometimes, 
others know us only through the 
image we create. 
Kristin Muenzen is a junior 
Sports Information major. 
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Information 
Sessions 
,--------------·-··· ----
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Make an appointment with the 
Coordinator of Study Abroad 
to learn more about your 
options for study, work or 
volunteer abroad. 
Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Faculty Center 
274-3306 
Study at the Nanyang Technological 
University Scl:\ool of Communication 
Studies in Singapore. Spend a semester 
in one of Southeast Asia cs emerging 
economic powers and enjoy state of the 
art facilities and classes taught in 
English. 
INFORMATION SESSION 
">ti 
Thursday, September 10, 12:10-1:00 
Room 220, Park School of Communications 
l'Olt INl'ORMATION- MO N'PUCI\TIONS! 
OfflC!. OI' IN'nRNll\110NI\L PllOCilt.t\MS 
Df~l,Ll!R(2NttR. 
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LISA COMMISSO/THE ITHACAN 
Senior Mike O'Connell (standing) fields a jujitsu takedown from senior Eric Scott. 
Scott is a fil'!l major who works as a stunt coordinator to act in film students' movies. 
~, writing for 
myself later, I'll 
probably jump 
off something, 
some sort 
low building 
-Senior Eric Scott LISA COMMISSO/THE ITHACAN 
O'Connell flips Scott as the two spar. As practice 
for his stunt scenes, Scott studies martial arts. 
Film student karate kicks 
boring scenes into shape 
Index 
CD Review ............................ 16 
Dining Review ...................... 17 
Movie Review ...................... 16 
Dy Fred Topel 
Ithacan Mtn.lf 
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The imposing figure of Eric Scott docs not 
match his calm, soft-spoken manner. As a martial 
artist, Scott appears well prepared to physically 
defend himself, but his dream is to use his physi-
cal ski II to tell better stories. 
The senior film major is offering his services as 
a stunt coordinator for film students who may wish 
to include action scenes in their films. 
"What I'm offering to do for people is whatev-
er they need done as far as anything action orient-
ed, anything stunt oriented, he it something large 
or somdhing small," Scott said. 
Scott explained the difference between large 
and small stunt~: "In a film that I'm writing for 
myself later, I'll probably jump off of something, 
some- sort of low building," Scott said. "That 
would he considered large. Something small 
would be considered a small fight between two 
people." 
Scott lirsl began serious study of martial arts 
through the Jujistu cluh at Ithaca College, but 
recalls his real inspiration in incorporating the arts 
into his film work. 
"The one who really kind of helped me realize 
that this is part of what I want to do with my life, 
my career, in addition to writing and maybe direct-
ing was Taryiin Molina," Scott said. Molina is also 
a senior film major, studying in Los Angeles this 
semester. 
"What she wants to do is fight choreography," 
Scott said. "She ... helped me realize that I want-
ed to add the martial arts that I do somehow into 
the film that I love, combine two loves into one." 
Scott's houscmatc, second semester junior 
Lucy Willingham, can observe his dedication in 
his craft. 
"fHe's] very passionate about it and I get to 
hear a\\ about it every day, al\ day, every night, all 
night," Willingham jokingly complarned. "It's 
kind of fun because I do get to learn moves and 
stuff. Every now and then he'll come home and 
he'll be like, 'look at this!' and he'll show me and 
he'll teach me." 
Senior Ryan Callahan, who performed in a 
fight scene in Scott's film "Possibilities," was also 
impressed with Scott's dedication. "I was really 
impressed with his attention to detail," Callahan 
said. "He really took his time, went over it, we had 
a rehearsal session a couple days before the shoot 
and then we just spent a lot of time before we shot 
working it over and over and over." 
Scott aims to create fast paced fight scenes that 
include various strikes, blocks and dodges, and 
makes use of the environment. His main sources 
of inspiration are the films of Jackie Chan. 
"If you look at a fight scene in Jackie Chan 
[films], it's just amazing. Of course, what he's 
able to do, that's part of it. He's just so skilled as 
far as that goes. But the clements that he combines 
into a fight scene, with IO or I 2 guys running 
around and the way it flows pretty much seam-
lessly is amazing to me." 
Scott plans lo add even more martial arts to his 
repertoire. 
"I also study a Brazilian art called Capocria 
and also I'm probably going to begin studying 
with a dojo in Cortland that teaches a Chinese 
martial art called Wing Chun ... and also a Filipino 
art called Kali, which is stick fighting," Scott said. 
"In a movie that I write, I want to be able to 
incorporate more than one martial art," Scott said. 
"I think it opens up possibilities, it lets you have a 
much more entertaining fight scene, it allows you 
to be a little more creative with what you can do." 
His housemate is positive about the importance 
of Scott's interests in his chosen field of study. 
"Fight choreographers you just don't think about," 
Willingham said. "You just think that the director 
tells them to do this, but that's not true. There's a 
whole other category there, and I think it's really 
cool that he's found that and truly is very passion-
ate about it." 
_ .. 
.. 
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Accent 
On ... 
I 
Hans VanDerSchaaf 
Business Management '01 
Hometown: Lancaster, PA 
What I would be doing If I 
weren't here: traveling the 
world 
I.am most proud of: being 
an honest person 
People might be sur-
prised to know that I: 
lived in a village in Africa 
Something that can 
always be found in my 
refrigerator: agua 
Who would play me in a 
movie: me 
What TV show I wouldn't 
miss: The X-Files 
My biggest pet peeve: 
PDA (Public Display of 
Affection) 
Person I'd most like to 
have dinner with: Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 
Where I'll be in ten years: 
financially independent and 
supporting several charities 
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Shakespeare· 
dOminates 
drama scene 
By Kim Ayer 
Ithacan Contributor 
Who says Shakespeare is 
dead? 
Two of his most famous 
tragedies arc being revived at 
Ithaca College this fall. 
"Macbeth" is being put on by the 
Ithaca College Theatre depart-
ment at Dillingham and "Hamlet" 
will be pcrfonncd hy the Ithaca 
College Players. 
For "Macbeth," 13 l pecple 
showed up at tryouts, hoping to 
be cast. After callbacks, senior 
Gavin Hoffman was chosen for 
the lead of Macbeth. He has been 
involved in many Ithaca College 
productions including "Heathen 
Valley". Senior Erik Anderson 
plays Macduff and junior Kip 
Garwood will portray Malcolm. 
The stage manager for this 
production is senior Corey 
Whitesell. She has four years of 
experience in stage management 
and has been coordinating all of 
the technical aspects of the play 
into the acting rehearsals. 
Director and theater arts pro-
fessor Earl Mccarroll could not 
he reached for comment. 
However, Whitesell explained 
that the play will be following the 
original script and settings. 
"He [MLCarroll] wanted Macbeth 
to be sort of a 
hellish flash-
back," White-
sell said. 
The seven-
week run of 
rehearsals starts 
on Tuesday, 
Sept. 8. The 
first perfor-
mances given 
to general audi-
ences begin on 
Oct. 27. 
The pro-
duction of 
"Hamlet" will 
be perfonncd 
by the Ithaca 
College 
DARA LIEBROSS/THE ITHACAN 
Sophomore Ben Holmes (left), who will play Hamlet, auditions freshmen Aaron 
Solomon and James Paisley for IC Players' production of WIiiiam Shakespeare's 
"Hamlet." The Ithaca College Theatre will be perfonnlng Shakespeare's-.. Macbeth." 
Players. The members meet every 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Friends 306. This is the first offi-
cial drama club on campus and is 
open to all majors. 
Junior Paolo Di Fabio, co-pres-
ident of the Ithaca College Players 
and co-director of ''Hamlet," chose 
this Shakespearean classic for the 
fall production. 
Sophomore Ben Holmes, who 
also performed in "Girl Town" 
and "Creepy Guys Fried 
Chicken," will play the lead. Also 
in the main cast are Di Fabio as 
Claudius, sophomore Rachel 
Rosenthal as Gertrude, and 
sophomore Zachary Howard as 
Horatio. 
Junior Karen Lipham, a recent 
addition to the Ithaca College 
Players, 4 will portray Ophelia. 
This is her first time performing 
Shakespeare. 
"Shakespeare is different 
because you really have to dclye 
into it," Lipham said. "I think it'll , 
be a great show and I hope that 
everyone will go sec it-" 
Junior Kiera Brown, the stage 
manager for Hamlet, said this 
production will be taking a differ-
·ent appr(?ach from the traditional 
version. 
The directors, Di Fabio and 
sophomore Kathryn Cerncra, 
decided to put a modern spin on 
this classic. It will have simple 
staging with modernized cos-
tumes by junior Jenn Close. 
Although it will be following the 
original script, it has been cut in 
length from four hours to three. 
"It's a big job but I'm really 
looking forward to it," Brown said. 
The performances of Hamlet 
run from Dec. 1-3. The cost is $5 
for regular admission_ 
~~rw•.-~~= 
Let the Countdown Begin! 
"Countdown to the 
First Senior Class Cabinet 
Meeting: 
Monday, September 14th 
7:30 PM 
South Meeting Room 
3rd Floor of the Campus Center 
Sponsored by the Senior Class of "99 
ITHACARE~S NEW 
LONGVIEW FACILITY 
OPEN HOUSE AND TOUR 
Wednesday 
September 16 
Tour Longview, an assisted living facility for older 
people being built on 96B across from Ithaca College. 
Meet at the Longview parking lot at 3 p.m. for a tour 
of Ithacare's new facility. The tour and open house is 
planned to show the Ithaca College community the 
facility now that constuction is nearing completion. 
This is a construction site, so wear appropriate 
footwear- boots or sneakers that you won't mind 
getting muddy. 
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Student holds piping passion 
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CHUCK HOLLIDAY/fHE ITHACAN 
Junior Kris Czerwlak has been playing the bagpipes for eight 
years and has been perfoming in the Syracuse Scottish Pipe Band. 
By Chuck Holliday 
Photo Editor 
Sunday temperatures soared 
and a thick haze of humidity set-
tled over the region. Shorts, san-
dals and tank-tops were indis-
pensable items for surviving the 
heat as students sought refuge in 
air-conditioned buildings and at 
watering holes around the area. 
Junior Kris C1..crwiak, howev-
er, spent her Sunday in a field 
wearing a black wool coat, a cot-
ton shirt, knee-high wool socks 
and a heavy wool kilt. 
The music education major 
and eight-year bagpiper was in 
Schenectady, N.Y. for the Capital 
District Games-a gathering with 
Scottish food, games and music. 
Czcrwiak attended the weekend 
gathering as a member of the 
Syracuse Scottish Pipe Band, 
which she has been involved with 
for more than six years. 
"Personally I think [the uni-
form] is the stupidest thing 
because the competitions are in 
the summer," Czerwiak said. 
Still, she said wearing it gives her 
a sense of pride. 
Czerwiak first heard the dis-
tinct sound of bagpipes in nursery 
school. Her teacher's husband, 
Avery Head, the pipe major for 
the band and Czerwiak's eventual 
tutor, played for the class. 
"I remember in nursery school 
he came and played for our class 
and I remember just being like 
'wow, that is so loud,"' she said. 
Her desire to play was put on 
hold for a few ye;irs until junior 
high school. 
"When I was in seventh grade 
they had two high school mem-
bers come and play for the sev-
enth and eighth grade band," 
Czerwiak said. "But actually, the 
real reason I signed up was 
because there was a boy thal I 
liked." 
So she joined the hand and 
began taking lessons. 
'There were nine of us that 
started and I was the only one 
that went through with it, every-
one else quit," Czcrwiak. said. 
One thing lead to another and 
before long, she found herself 
involved with the Syracuse 
Scottish Pipe Band. She said the 
group has five or six drummers 
and about 18 pipers. 
Every Thursday, Czerwiak 
travels to Syracuse to practice 
with the band from 7:30 p.m. lo 
I 0:00 p.m. Through parades and 
other events the group raises 
money for trips to different com-
petitions. She said the band 
makes about $500 per parade. 
She also said the group can make 
money by placing well at compe-
titions. 
Off the field, Czerwiak uti-
lizes her skill to make money. 
"I've played at funerals, I've 
played al weddings, I did a retire-
ment party once," she said. 
"People love to hear 'Amazing 
Grace,' especially at a funeral. 
It's a really moving thing. It adds 
the nicest little touch, plus with 
the uniform, it looks rcillly cool." 
Czerwiak 's roommate and 
friend from Phoenix, N. Y., junior 
Vanessa Walts, said she doesn't 
mind her roommate's practice 
because it gives her music to 
study to. 
"You always have music in 
the background," she said. But 
she also admitted, "I was sur-
prised how loud it was." 
Marissa Battaglia, a junior 
psychology major, lives a few 
doors down from Czcrwiak. She 
heard Czcrwiak playing one day 
and stepped out to see what was 
going on. She said the music 
doesn't bother her, but she could 
see how some people might get 
annoyed with it. 
"If people were doing work, I 
could see how it could be dis-
tracting," she said. 
Czerwiak said she hopes to 
continue her passion for piping 
after she graduates-teaching, 
playing and performing. 
She said, ''I'd love to get a Job 
teaching general music in the 
area where we rehearse, so I 
could continue being in the band 
because it's like a family to me ... 
I think I'd be lost without them." 
1111IN'l1l~I) 
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THE IC INTERFAITH COUNCIL PRESENTS: 
Alias: Mentor, Peer, and 
Student Leader. 
Last Seen: Reading the 
lthacan,eating in 
the dining hall, 
and attending 
classes. 
Description: This subject is 
motivated, 
energetic, 
confident, creative, 
and responsible. 
If you could be this person ... 
Turn Yourself lnl 
Come to one of the following informational meetings: 
Tuesday, 9/15, 8pm, Terrace 9 ".' 126 TV Lounge 
Wednesday, 9/16, 7pm, West Tower TV Lounge 
Thursday, 9/17, 12:15pm, DeMotte Room, Campus Center 
If you are unable to attend any of these meetings, 
please call 4-1098 for information. 
Applications are due 9/23 to the Office of Residential 
Life In the East Tower Lobby. 
1. STRESSED?? 
Try a HATHA YOGA class 
Evny Monday 5:30- 7 p.m. m Mulln Chap€! 
Taught by Dian£ Fm£ 
cost: $1 per class - pay as you go 
ST ARTS this coming Monday, Sept. 14 
2. MEDITATION 
EveRy Tuesoay ar Noon m MuLLeR C1Japd 
ComplereL y non-denomznarwnal 
OPEN TO ANYONE 
Bec;znneRs & Aoeprs welcome 
3. SERIES AT SEVEN 
Begins thi5 Monday, Sept I 4, 7 p.m. in Muller Chapel 
"HOW WE GOT HERE & WHAT WE'RE DOING" 
With Mary Humenay (catholic), Eileen Winter (Protestant), 
Michael Faber (Jewish) 
Brought to you by the Chaplains at Ithaca College 
-Sponsored by the IC Interfaith Council-
y·· 
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Lauryn Hill 101 
A new addition to the book on music stardom has been released this week in the fonn of "The 
Miseducation of Lauryn Hill," the debut 
solo album from Lauryn Hill. 
The rapper/vocalist of Fugees fame has 
set a new record for the most albums sold 
on the opening week of any female artist 
(420,000 copies), 
according to the 
Record Industry 
Association of 
America. 
MUSIC REVIEW 
·--tl llll_,_ ...... ,(....:Jta4(111t) 
Lauryn Hill 
''The Mlseducatlon of Lauryn HIii" 
Ruffhouse/Columbia Records 
~OC!L MU8IC 8CENE~ 
Hill took the 
title from the 
woman who has 
been writing the 
book on stardom 
for 15 years, 
Madonna. 
This accom-
tell me your philosophy/On exactly what 
an artist should be/Should they be some-
one with prosperity/And no concept of 
rcality?/Now, who you know without any 
naws/And docs anything they feel just 
because/There's always someone there 
who'll applaud." 
To her fans she has lessons in the form 
of the songs "Doo Wop (That Thing)" 
where she sings, "Girls you know you bet-
ter watch out/Some guys, some guys arc 
only about that thing, that thing." 
• ABC Cafe 
277-4770 
• Common Ground 
273-1505 
plishment is no 
surprise since this record has probably 
been the most anticipated hip-hop album 
of the year. The radio response to her cover 
of the Frankie Valli song "Can't Keep My 
Eyes Off You" and the first single "Doo 
Wop (That Thing)" foreshadowed its suc-
cess. 
And. on "Final Hour" she reminds us 
"you can get the money, you can get the 
power, but keep your eyes on the final 
hour." 
Thursday: Superbrat Brad 
Friday: Steve Watkins Trio 
Saturday: Hank Roberts w/ Miehe 
Famboro 
Sunday: Lori Hart and Friends 
Thursday: Men's Dance Night 
wl DJ Joey 
Friday: Women's Dance Night 
Saturday: Dance Music w/ DJ 
Calvin 
• Stella's 
277-1490 
Thursday: John Brown's Body 
Friday: Johnny Russo Duo and 
John Slate 
Saturday: Project Groove 
• The Nines 
272-1888 
• The Haunt 
275-3447 
Thursday: Yolk w/ Bent Peg 
Friday: John Brown's Body w/ 
Moon Boot Lover 
Saturday: '80s Dance Party 
People who get this CD will not be let 
down. Even a person such as myself, who 
is not into h_ip-hop, can appreciate it. It 
offers a few social and love lessons that 
could only be taught by a teacher such as 
Hill. And with assistance from Carlos 
Santana, Mary J. Blige and D' Angelo, who 
would want to cut class? 
Hill also lets us into her personal battles 
and learning experiences. With songs such 
as "When It Hurts So Bad" and back-
ground conversations that come after each 
song, she lets us into her love life. 
In "Every Ghetto, Every City" Hill 
takes us back to her neighborhood. And the 
most personal song "To Zion," she pre-
sents her reasons on why she is keeping her 
baby. 
This is an important record, not just for 
Hill, hut for all female rappers, since this 
CD was completely recorded by Hill. 
Thursday: Kilgore Trout 
Friday: Coyote 
• Rongovian Embassy 
387-3334 
In "Forgive Them Father" and 
"Superstar," Hill seems to be speaking to 
her peers as she sings the lines: "Come on 
baby, light my fire/Everything you drop is 
sc tired/Music is supposed to inspire/How 
come we ain't getting much higher?/Now 
It shows the music husincss female rap-
pers arc here and arc financially important. 
accomplishing sales that until now, only 
female pop-singers had. 
Saturday: Jim James Band 
Thursday: Barbie and the 
Rockers 
More than just 'Friends' 
When the 9:30 showing of "Your Friends and Neighbor~" ended, the general con-~cnsus among the audience seemed to be 
a feeling of displeasure. Many people commented 
on the shallow characters and their mean actions. 
It is for just these reasons that "Your Friends and 
Neighbors" 1s so involving. Since all of the charac-
ters arc shallow and/or immoral, 11 is easy to dis-
tance oneself from them. If 
we felt a connection with 
anyone, we might be dis-
turbed by the events in this 
film. With no emotional 
attachments, a viewer can 
simply observe and find 
humor in such immorality. 
Writer-Director Nci I 
LaButc also wrote and 
directed last year's contro-
versial independent film "In 
The Company of Men." 
"Your Friends and 
Neighbors" tops LaBute's 
previous effort. Dealing with multiple adulterous, 
homosexual, dysfunctional relationships, this film 
presents extreme connicts that should be a lot for 
any viewer to handle. 
Ja~on Patric's speech in the sauna about his "best 
time" is a prime example of the sort of unexpected 
dialogue found in the film. Aaron Eckhart's actions 
m bed with his sleeping wife arc humorous, as they 
demonstrate the state of their relationship. 
Since the film relics so heavily on its characters, 
it is fortunate that so much talent is involved. 
Main~trcam stars (Stiller, Kinski and Patric) are 
mixed with more independent actors (Eckhart, 
Keener and Patric.) 
The sordidness begins when Jerry (Stiller) asks 
Mary (Brenneman) to spend time with him, without 
his girlfriend (Keener) or Mary's husband (Eckhart) 
around. As they p~ogrcss towards outright adultery, 
St a II rn <J Ben St Ith• r. J cl, [111 P cl t I JC • 
N<1\lil\\Jd K111,k1. Hm4 
Bienneman, Aaron Eckha,t and 
Cathe1 me KPene, 
Ttl lntAcM RATEi .VU nillll 1 (11111ST} TD 4 (Bm}. 
Jerry's girlfriend finds herself interested in an 
artist's assistant (Kinsk1). Meanwhile, Mary's hus-
band contemplates the communication breakdown 
in his relationship with his promiscuous friend Cary 
(Patric). During all of this, the characters meet in 
various combinations to discuss their sexual pasts. 
For a film that is essentially dialogue, "Your 
Friends and Neighbors" feels unusually gripping. 
This is achieved by the effective use of camera 
placement and movement. The audience is left look-
ing at empty space for significant amounts of time, 
and the camera often moves so we cannot sec certain 
people involved in conversations. 
The plot also has a surprisingly structured story 
arc. People often assume that, by nature, a character-
driven piece docs not have a strong plot. If you trace 
the development of the individual relationships, 
however, you can sec the same three-act· structure 
used in most stories. 
This shows that a standard structure does not 
mean a boring story. With fascinatingly reprehensi-
ble characters and simply shocking situations, "Your 
Friends and Neighbors" offers a safe way to experi-
ence the dark side of relationships. As long as we 
behave better than these characters, we will hope-
fully not have to deal with their problems. 
Dead Man on Campus 
By Greg Ford 
Ithacan Staff 
"Dead Man on Campus· is a movie about partying college 
students directed towards partying college students. 
This movie tries to appeal to the MTV generation and does a 
pretty good job. It follows Josh (Tom Everett Scott) and Cooper 
(Mark-Paul Gosselaar) as they find themselves failing out of 
college after a semester of fun. In order to pass, they attempt to 
find a suicidal roommate to take advantage of an old rule that 
would give them all A's if their roommate dies. 
"Dead Man" doesn't take itself too seriously, and that's why it 
works. With slapstick gags and plenty of one-liners, it does its 
job of entertaining lhe audience. It won't win any awards, but 
this movie is sure to satisfy any student's need for a laugh. 
How Stella Got Her Groove Back 
By Fred Topel 
Ithacan Staff 
When successful workaholic Stella (Angela Bassett) falls in 
love with 20-year-old Winston (Taye Diggs), she must re-evalu-
ate her expectations of relationstiips. Can she appreciate what 
he has to offer despite what he lacks in experience? 
Sometimes the film dodges certain issues by introducing 
unnecessary plot developments. A supporting character's sud-
den illness seems to function only to distract the main charac-
ters from their inner conflicts. 
However, when the film gets to the heart of its subject, it 
presents thoughtful conflicts in a satisfying way. The act~rs-
Bassett, Diggs and Whoopi Goldberg-are phenomenal, 
demonstrating tota1·control over their dialogue and using ifto 
express their characters' feelings. Such moving performances 
make this film more than just 'Waiting for Stella to Exhale." 
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Stolllach elllpty? 
Go to Franco's 
By Gretta Nemcek with 
Jay MIiier 
Senior Writers 
For some reason, whenever 
we go to Franco's Italian 
Restaurant, we arc often seat-
ed at the same table. But the 
familiarity and proximity to 
campus is· not what keeps us 
returning, it is the variety of 
food. Toss in the courteous 
wait staff and the all-you-can-
panied by a lobster tail and ? 
hump of garlic potatoes: Th~ 
chicken, the largest portion of 
the meal, was cooked a little 
too long giving it a great 
crispy crust. Even after I was 
pretty full, each tasty bite, 
smothered in thick marinara 
sauce, complimented what I 
had already eaten. 
I then moved to the lobster 
tail. And though I haven't 
eat salad and 
hreadsticks and 
this tiny 
I t a I i a n -
American 
restaurant is 
one of Ithaca's 
'' You'll never 
complain about 
not getting 
eaten a lot of 
lobster, it tast-
ed better than I 
imagined 
would. 
Then 
it 
there 
best. 
Seated at a 
corner table in 
the co1.y dining 
enough food at 
Franco's Italian 
Restaurant.'' 
------------
were the pota-
!Oes. Oh dear! I 
guess when 
they say "gar-
lic" they mean 
"GARLIC!"' area, \VC 
ordered our appct11.ers from 
the varied list of delectable 
marine, meat, chicken, pasta 
and vegetable dishes. I 
ordered the toasted ravioli, 
which c:11nc with a di~h of 
marinara ~aucc for d1pp1ng, 
nicely prepared and sprinkled 
with parme~an chec~e. 
As an appct1/.l:r, Jay 
ordered the pasta lagoli, a 
~oup, which he ~aid wa!-, 
!-,er\'ed .1u~t right-warm. I 
100k a ~1p of h1~ ~oup. and 
cared little for the la!-,lC. He 
\. ~aid the pa\ta, celery and 
white kidney beans seemed 
fresh and tasty, though the 
broth was too ~alty and too 
ta~ted too much of tomatoe~. 
That must have been why I 
didn't like 11-I hate hcan~ 
and tomatoes. Covered with 
hot and green pepper~. white 
onion~ and tomatoe~. our 
!->alad came next. 
r\lwa) ~ a d1.:lic1ou~ly cnsp 
add1t1on to th.: meal, th.: ~alad 
filled me up and I almo~t 
dr.:aded having to \!Liff my 
cntrce down. But when 11 
came, I couldn't wait to dig 
into the !->teaming plate of 
chicken parmigiana, accom-
Jay even agreed, when it 
comes to garlic, more is not 
always better. 
Jay ordered the chicken 
francaise. one of his favorites 
al Franco's, which he has now 
crowned the best francaisc 
he's ever eaten. Covered in a 
huttcry-lcmon batter, the two 
wallct-~11.cd medallions were 
apparently prepared to per-
fection. Jay ~aid the huller 
taq,: wa~ neither too suhtle 
nor too ohnox1ous, making 
hi\ C\'CJ')' bite .',,.lV0ry. 
Despite the fact that a 
ma,1onty of the desserts were 
cake~. Jay picked the dessert I 
lea~! expected him to: the 
lemon tart. To me, it tasted 
like creamy lemons. But to 
him, it wa~ a combination of 
lemon custard and lemon 
meringue pie. The first taste 
\Ccmed lo qartlc him a hit, 
hut a~ the flavor sel!led, his 
lork shoveled fa~ter. 
I. as always, opted for 
chocolate. I chose the biggest 
piece on the dessert tray: the 
three-layer chocolate cake. A 
combination of chocolate 
cake, chocolate mousse and 
chocolate frosting, this cake 
Seniors 
Please Make Your Appointment 
With the Registrar's Office 
For Your Senior Review: 
YOIII' Gr ....... Dapadl 0a Ill 
Pass/Fail Ends 
Wed. September 16 
lived up to my expectations. 
It was chocolate, and usually 
that's enough to satisfy me. 
The last time I ordered the 
chocolate dessert at Franco's, 
it sat in a swirl of raspberry 
sauce. This time, the sa·ucc 
was more of a gel, and looked 
like eatsup. It still tasted 
good, though I tried to avoid 
the sauce altogether. 
You'll never complain 
ahout not gelling enough food 
at Franco's Italian 
Restaurant. The appetizer, 
salad, brcadsticks, main 
course and dessert fi I led me 
up so much I thought our 
friendly waiter would have to 
roll me out of the restaurant. 
Hungry? Go to Franco's. 
Decimal Dining 
Accessibility 
Atmosphere 
Service 
Cleanliness 
Menu Variety 
Appetizers 
Entrees 
Desserts 
Portions 
Value 
Total 
To Dine For 
10 
9.5 
9.5 
8 
10 
9 
9.5 
8 
9 
9 
91.5 
Address 
Route 968, Ithaca 
Phone 277 -6666 
Hours 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Entree price range 
$12.95 - $19'.95 
Reservations yes 
Key 
10 = Best, 1 = Worst 
90-100 
80-89 
70-79 
60-69 
50-59 
To Dine For 
Quality Cuisine 
Mediocre Meal 
D1sappointrng Dinner 
Shoddy Supper 
CHUCK HOLLIDAY/THE ITHACAN 
Franco's Italian Restaurant serves a wide variety of foods. With endless salad and breadsticks, and 
delicious appetizers and desserts, you'll leave the restaurant filled to the brim with tasty pleasure. 
Jewish Community Town Meeting 
Thursday, Sept. 1 O 
Klingenstein Lounge 
7:00 p.m. 
All are welcome! 
/\ 
~ 
V 
Gettin9 ReadlJ for the Hi9I, HolidatJs .... 
Selichot Sert/ice and Reception 
Saturday, Sept. 12 
11 :30 p.m. at Muller Chapel 
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Advice for 
• job hunters 
By Suzie O'Rourke 
Ithacan Staff 
Junior Kira O'Sullivan asks 
hcr~clf what ~he will he doing 
after graduation Like many 
juniors and sL:niors at Ithaca 
College, O'Sullivan has a fear of 
stepping into the Job market. 
tor for Career Services. 
Another program, "Campus 
Recruitment," is an on- and off-
campus interviewing program in 
which a broad range of compa-
nies visit campus and conduct 
interviews or collect resumes to 
conduct interviews elsewhere. 
A service which coincides with 
campus recruiting is mock inter-
viewing. O'Sullivan participated 
in a mock interview last year. 
SEPTEMBER IO, 1998 
"There is so much mvolved in 
the process of applymg for a job," 
she said. "I didn't think I could do 
it c-n my own. I needed help and 
advice." 
Career Services, formerly 
known as Career Planning and 
Placement, is where O'Sullivan 
turned for assistance. 
"That was a hig help," 
O'Sullivan said. 'They asked me 
the same questions that a 
prospective employer would ask. 
Then, when I went in for my first 
interview, I was confident and 
knew what to expect." 
SUZIE O'ROURKE/THE ITHACAN 
Sophomore Peer Career Adviser Samyar Bukovcan critiques the resume of senior Somesh Doddi. 
Individual resume and cover letter critique is one of the many services offered by Career Services. 
"We arc not here just to help 
students land that first job out of 
college," Gary Littlepage, assis-
tant director of Career Services 
said. "We arc here to help students 
develop the skills they're going to 
need throughout their career." 
This year, the office will he 
running a number of programs 
that target individual aspects of 
the job search. 
The first program, the "Get 
Hired" seminar, i'.-, designed to 
introduce the services available at 
the office and to orient students to 
the entire campus recruiting pro-
gram, said Adam Forbes, assis-
tant director/recruiting coordina-
Michelle Williams, a peer 
career adviser/student assistant, 
recommends students use the 
resources early and often, while 
getting to know the staff. 
"The people who come in ear-
lier arc a lot more confident in 
their decision making. 
A new program being imple-
mented this year is the "Resume 
Book," which will be compiled 
from resumes of graduating stu-
dents. Each organization that 
docs recruiting with Ithaca 
College will receive a copy. 
Besides the resume book, 
Career Services has also created a 
resume referral database. With 
this system, resumes arc sent out 
to employers only upon request 
of a particular category. 
"Resume Referral allows stu-
dents with a different major lo 
express interest in another area," 
Forbes said. 
During Career Weck, held Oct. 
26-30, Career Services will also 
host a number of special events. 
The Allied Health, Sport, 
Recreation and Fitness Career 
Fair will take place, as well as an 
all-campus Career Expo, which 
will be held for all other industries 
and majors. Each fair is open to 
all students and all majors. 
"This is a great way for stu-
dents to meet employers, shake 
some hands and pass out 
resumes,'' Forbes said. "I think 
every SCllior who is considering 
finding a job when they graduate 
should go for the exposure, the 
opportunity to speak with alumni, 
the chance to network, make a 
first impression and actively pur-
sue a position." 
During winter break a series of 
alumni-student network nights will 
be held in New York City, Boston, 
Philadelphia, Rochester, Buffalo, 
Washington D.C. and Ithaca. 
These particular events, co-spon-
sored by Alumni Relations, will 
enable students to gain career 
advice and establish job contacts. 
O'Sullivan, who attended one 
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE ... 
1998 PROFESSIONALS SYMPOSIUM 
of the network nights in Ithaca 
said she made a valuable contact. 
"I really didn't go looking for 
a job, but I met a woman in my 
field who I later contacted to 
interview for a class project," 
O'Sullivan said. "Having that 
connection made it very simple." 
Other events taking place this 
year are the Central New York 
Communications Consortium and 
the Teacher Recruitment Days 
"There are a lot of opportuni-
ties that arc available to stude~ts. 
It's a matter of utilizing the 
resources provided by Career 
Services," O'Sullivan said. "It 
makes it much easier to find out 
about available jobs and the staff 
is always very supportive." 
Sponsored and presented by the Office of Opportunity Programs (IOP, HEOP, CSfEP), career Services, the Office of Minority 
Affairs and the Office of Alumni Relations. 
Toe Professionals Symposium is scheduled for October 2-4. This event provides an opportunity for undergraduates to meet 
and form relationships with IOP and HEOP alumni and supporters. It also provides other members of the campus 
community the opportunity to network with current students and alumni. We encourage all faculty and staff to join us on 
saturday, October 3, for career workshops and panels during the day, and for our Awards Banquet and entertainment during 
the evening. 
Saturda~ October 3 
Almuni Breakfast 
Greetings/Opening Session 
Career Workshops: 
"For Seniors Only" 
"I Was Exploratory, Too" 
Alumni/Student Lunch 
Career Panels 
Entertainment by Student Org. 
9-10 a.m. Pub/Coffeehouse 
9:45-10:30 a.m. Pub/Coffeehouse 
10:30-12 p.m. 
12-2 p.m. 
6-9 p.m. 
9:30-midnight 
Williams Hall 
Pub/Coffeehouse 
Emerson Suites 
Pub/Coffeehouse 
sunda~ October 4 
Almuni Brunch 
Sunday Protestant Service 
10-11 a.m. Klingenstein Lounge 
11 :30 a.m. Muller Chapel 
Our Awards B:mquet will feature a keynote address by Winona LaDuke, a graduate of Harvard and Antioch Universities. Ms. 
LaDuke, a member of the Ojibwa tribe, has written extensively on Native American and environmental issues and was 
named as one of the fifty most promising leaders under forty years of age by Time magazine in 1994. 
Toe banquet wili also recognize 120 IOP and HEOP students with gold or silver awards for their academic achievement. Other 
special awards will also be given. The cost of the banquet is $15 in advance and $18 at the door. To reserve your ticket, please 
call the IOP and HEOP office at extension 4-3381 after September l. 
The 1998 Professionals Symposium is the 13th such event that IOP has hosted; the Awards Banquet is celebrating its 12th year. 
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Old Janx jams with funk Spirit 
GARY COTTl/THE ITHACAN 
Old Janx Spirit's Nick Sorce '98 (left) jams along on bass as Mike 
Dingley (right) wails on drums and vocals at Key West Friday night. 
SUnday, 
-September 13 
Ford Hall 
Auditorium 
8:15P.M. 
"His warm baritone 
had fervor and vocal 
power. A stylish 
interpretation" 
-De Standaard (BlussetsJ 
-~--·· 
{Janice ~r 3 Astocialee LLC) 
Program: Schubert, Wolf, and American songs 
A pre-concert lecture by Professor Deborah Montgomery will 
begin at 7:30 p.m. in Ford 201. 
Tickets available August 28 at the Ticket Center at Clinton 
House and Rebop Records, Tapes, and Cclfq)act Discs, 
Collegetown 
$ 8 Children, senior citizens, and, tthaca Qollege st\,dents . 
$14 Ithaca College alumni, faculty. staff, and administrators; 
Friends of Ithaca College; other students 
$16 Gercral public m-tKA 
MAKE A 10,000 Ff. 
By Jeff MIiier · 
Ithacan Staff 
Andrew Campolieto-gui-
tarist, singer and one of three 
songwriters for· Ithaca band Old. 
Janx Spirit-has something to 
say about the "Ithaca Sound" that 
is becoming the dominant force 
in the local music scene. "If 
you're not funky in this town," he 
says, "you might as well go 
somewhere else." 
Old Janx Spirit, however, has 
no need to leave town. The band, 
comprised entirely of current and 
former Ithaca College students, 
has made a name for itself by 
playing its own brand of funky, 
soulful and powerful jam-rock, 
both all over Ithaca and in clubs 
across New York, including the 
Lion's Den in New York City. 
The band's homegrown CD, 
"Better Days," has sales in the 
hundreds, and the sextet's live 
shows consistently leave a dis-
tinct impression in their listener's 
minds. 
The band's current lineup--
Campolicto on guitar and lead 
vocals, Mike Dinglcy on drums, 
Colin Tcnick on sax, senior Scan 
Jordan on trumpet, Ben Lee '98 
on guitar and vocals, and Nick 
Sorce '98 on bass-has only been 
together for a year, but the band 
has existed in various forms for 
twice as long. After parting ways 
with former keyboardist Jason 
Wilfore, the band was looking for 
a way to thicken up their sound. 
They found Wilfore's replace-
ment in Jordan and Lee. 
"We had a big '70s party at 
the Chanticleer ... so we figured 
we'd pick up a horn section, and 
it just worked out really well. We 
had a great turnout that night, and 
the horn players were into it, so 
we kept playing with them, and 
they came up with horns [for our 
original material]," Campolieto 
said. "We try to incorporate the 
horns in everything now." 
At the start of the band's Key 
West show last Friday night, 
freshman fan Craig Bender 
described the music as "high 
quality porno-funk," but ,as the 
night progressed it became clear 
that there was much more lo the 
band than that. 
The number Bender described 
is a high-concept composition by 
Dingley entitled "Barhoppin' ," a 
song that he said, "takes you 
through six distinct, different 
styles and has reoccurring themes 
throughout ... that tic the music 
together. 
"If you really pay attention to 
it, you can tell [that] people [arc] 
actually leaving one bar-the 
music is depicting that-and 
going to another one, and then 
they walk into a place that's a 
completely different scene." The 
multi-faceted number includes 
reggae, hard-rock and jam band 
segments, as well as a disco sec-
lion featuring a Trey Anastasio-
esque solo from Lee. 
In fact, the band cites all those 
genres as influences in their 
music, a diverse list that will be 
represented when the band plays 
an all-covers show at Key West 
on Oct. 9. Billed as "#I hits of the 
'70s and '80s," the band is 
expanding its lineup to include 
extra instrumentalists to play the 
tunes as "exactly as you'd hear 
them on the radio," Dinglcy said. 
Planning on playing songs by 
artists as well-respected as 
Madonna and the B-52s, the con-
cept is a risky one that has the 
potential to self-destruct. After 
seeing an Old Janx Spirit show, 
however, any listener will have 
the confidence that the band can 
pull it off. 
After all, a band that can get 
the crowd grooving to a funked-
up cover of KC and the Sunshine 
Band's classic "Shake Your 
Booty" without even a smirk 
from the crowd can definitely 
make Rick James accessible even 
to discerning listeners. 
Ot~er upcoming Old Janx 
Spirit shows include a headlining 
gig at the Nines on Sept. 24 and 
an opening slot at the Haunt on 
the 22nd for up-and-comers The 
Pat McGee Band. Catch an Old 
Janx Spirit show and see a band 
at the top of their craft-getting 
the crowd to do some old-fash-
ioned butt-shaking. 
~ 
. FILMS Presents ... 
stooentActiviooiBoard All Shows in Textor 102 All Shows $3 
Before 
the internet, 
Before 
cell phones, 
Before 
roller-blades, 
S --IVE Fri and Sat @ 7 p.m., 9:gO* p.m., and midnight 
PINGSR LAI<SS Sl<YDIVSRS 
Open Wednesday through Sunday 
Information & Reservations (601)8'69-S601 
http-./ /www3000.com/fingerlakes 
Sun @ 8* p.m. and 11 p.m.~ 
~ ,;. *gQ' s dress contest. ~ 
Best wins a prize! 
StirJentAriivm StlllentAriiYO!B 
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New students 
get 'involved' 
By Jessica Sippel 
Ithacan Contributor 
Imagine stepping off a heli-
copter in the midgJe of the jungle 
and being told lo follow in the 
foots1eps of Indiana Jones lo find 
the golden chalice. Mosl would 
appreciate a map or al least a 
native guide. 
People need a map or guid-
ance in unknown territory as do 
the incoming students al Ithaca 
College. Although Ithaca is a far 
cry from a jungle, the Office of 
First Year Programs and 
Orientation is the guide for fresh-
men and transfer students the 
moment they scl foot on campus. 
Residential Life and First Year 
Programs designate two resi-
dence halls, Boothroyd and 
Terrace 5, as freshmen-only 
dorms. This gives students the 
opportunity lo meet other fresh-
men and begin establishi-ng 
friendships. 
"I like Boothroyd because it's 
all freshmen ... That's important 
because I want lo develop lasting 
friendships for my entire four 
years al college," freshman David 
Kaplan said. 
The Office of First Year 
Programs and Orientation works 
with a variety of people and pro-
grams lo bring educational activi-
ties lo the new students. 
Such first-year residence hall 
activities include freshman semi-
nars, a movie and discussion, 
working together in a community 
service program or fun floor 
activities. 
Sharon Policello, director of 
the office of first year programs 
and orientation, said the campus 
leaders dedicate their time to 
helping the freshmen through 
their first year on campus. 
"Everything you do outside 
the classroom has the potential lo 
be a learning experience," 
Policello said. 
Mathew Chetnik, resident 
director of Boothroyd, likes pro-
viding the atmosphere where the 
students' needs are addressed. 
"We [ the staff] intentionally 
focus on freshman students' 
issues," Chetnik said. 
One way to orient students 
with events around Ithaca is 
I.N.V.O.L.V.E.D .• which stands 
for Intelligently Navigating 
Volunteer Opportunities and 
Leadership Values for the 
Educationally Determined. 
This program sets up activities 
for students lo complete as a 
group of 8-12 people led by 
upperclassmen Peer Leaders. 
"I think it's the best program 
ATTENTION 
Off-CAMPUS 
STUDENTS 
YOU CAN PICK UP YOUR 
COPY Of THE 
1998-1999 
MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE/ THE ITHACAN 
Senior Amy Cayouette volunteers for the First Year Programs and Orientation Office. The office helps 
freshmen and transfer students asslinlfate Into Hhaca College llfe through programs and events. 
[lo help] first-year students lo get 
involved with Ithaca College," 
sophomore peer leader Kale 
Torborg said. Torborg completed 
the program last year. 
To inform students about 
upcoming events and things to do 
around Ithaca, E-YENTS, an 
online e-mail service, sends its 
participants a weekly calendar of 
fun and interesting upcoming 
events as -well as the specifics 
about the events. 
EXCEL, EXperiencing 
Challenging Emerging Leaders, 
sponsored by the Office of 
Campus Center and Activities, 
offers a series of workshops on 
leadership skills development to 
first-year students. 
Sophomore Melissa Rosscoe 
said that going through EXCEL 
helped build her confidence as a 
leader and taught her how lo use 
her skills more effectively. 
The Office of First Year 
Programs and Orientation strives 
to help students build a founda-
tion lo learn. These programs arc· 
geared to help freshmen in their 
transition from high school to 
college life and leaches skills 
needed for personal success. 
Four VP's and a Student Body President can only commit to so much 
excellence. Come sit at out table. We're still looking for the following: 
STUDENT HANDBOOK -Congress Chairperson-
-Diversity Affairs Director-
-Public Relations & Advertising Director-
-Budget & Fundraising Directors-
-Special Projects Director-
Get yours at the Campus Center. -Advertising Director-, 
Information Desk Today! More info is availalbe at the ·student Activities Center (274-3377) 
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THE ITHACAN 
FOR RENT 
HOUSES FOR RENT: Available for 
99-00. Large 4 bedroom furnished 
houses. Great I.C. locations. Rent 
them before they are gone! Call 272-
9361 (days) or 564-0207 (eves) for 
information. 
Commons, hardwood floors, spa-
cious, eat-in kitchen, porch, fur-
nished, $650 landlord pays the heat 
& hot water! 2n-6961 
Spacious 2 & 4 bedroom apts, all ubl· 
ities included, hard wood floors,.laun-
dry on site!! CALL 2n-11s2 / 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS: 
ON THE COMMONS, beautiful 3 
bedroom. Secure building, large 
rooms, laundry, free trash removal, 
fully furnished. $750 landlord pays 
the heal! 277-6961 
Available for 99-00. Close to down-
town and collegetown. Furnished and 
includes heat. Off-street parking 
available. Call 272-9361 (days) or 
564-0207 (eves) for Information. Near back entrance of IC, furnished 1 
bedroom apt., newly renovated as of 
Jan. '98, new stove, refrig, etc. 
$450/mth, inc. utilities. Call Orlando 
272-5647 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT: 
Available for 99-00. Includes heat, 
off-street parking. A definite must see. 
Close to downtown. Call 272-9361 
(days) or 564-0207 (eves) for infor-
mation. 
Hudson Heights Studio Apartments 
has a few openings now and we are 
renting for Januaury 1, 1999, and the 
next school year. Studio apartments 
include: bed/living room, kitchen, and 
a full bathroom. The rent includes: 
furniture, heat, electricity, water (hot & 
cold), parking, garbage & recycling 
facility, laundry rooms. Prices start at 
395/month for one person per year. 
ROOMS, ROOMS, ROOMS in a 
large house near Commons, bright, 
spacious, shared living room, kitchen 
and bath. $300 includes all utilities. 
277-6961 
2 bedroom w/ study near 
North~D 
-w.oo 
-257.4037 
•lfo,~U'Uf),and--.1 
>l'\lu""' n OU' \llldci I. J & J 
""*""'"a,,,.,,,...,. 
~-'!& ··. ·~ ::;.;• 
~S1.JGHT · 
c.vn:19.GE 
,n.)31f 
En,or ,.,,,, . .,..,,., A:Jrot. of"7dd* 
''·'""'*°""'-
~-257-5200 
Ouo'4)<qu,et~ 
11&1~-.. 
oport-lolr""""'J 
... -~, ... ..,__ ... 
l.:\NSING 
~ ·E. ~. J 
257.5444 
,, .. P,.-:Yond 
"""• . nso, ou,sa,oo. 1, 11 J 
!>«*-oom--..s 
....... ,... __ _ 
~..,.1111 _..._llilill are occasionally subject 
to, shall we say, a less than professiona! 
response to their apartment needs. 
Our studio, 1, 2 and l bedroom 
•partments will provide you with 
the care. quiet. and privacy you 
seek, all at •ff ordable rents. 
Amenities indude spacious floor plans, 
all-electric kitchen with dishwasher and 
disposal, wall-to-wall carpeting. air 
conditioning, private balconies, free 
trash & recycling pickup, laundry 
facilities, parking with private garages 
available. Swimming pool and beauti-
fu!!y landscaped grounds. 
Furnished models for wewing open: 
Monday-Friday 9-5 
5---, & SundaJ 10-3 
Visit us on line ar: 
www.ithaca-apartments.com 
College Circle 
Apartments 
ONLY A FEW LEFT 
FOR 1998-1999!!! 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 
Some short-teim leases are avail· 
able. You'll find us just below Ithaca 
College. For an appointment call 272· 
84 73 or 272-7271. 
2, 3 or 4 bedroom Apts., downtown 
near Commons, bright, painted, clean 
reasonable 272-8017 
EMPLOYMENT 
MAKE YOUR YOUR OWN HOURS 
Sell Kodak Spring Break '99 Trips 
HIGHEST COMMISSION- LOWEST 
PRICES. NO COST TO YOU. 
Travel FREE including food, dnnk, & 
non-stop parties'II WORLD CLASS 
VACATIONS-1998 STUDENT 
TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP PRO-
DUCER" 1-800-222-4432 
FOR SALE 
Ouasimidi Aaren synthesizer board 4 
months old, perfect condition. All 
cords and manuals included; German 
import 798-6967 Ask for Ere; leave 
name and number. $2000 
~;~~· 
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Ithacan Classified 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment 1s required for Classified advemsements. 
Date(s) to run. ______ _ 
Category _______ _ 
Name 
Address 
Phone _________ _ 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
269 Park Hall 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3208 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
Advertiser Eye Exam 
Check your vision. 
E 
AKJ 
MSUOEF 
YTISOIDJNSXD 
PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE ITHACAN 
If you pass the test. . . . 
can The Ithacan Advertising Department for more information. 
J"a,me• E. Gardil.e:r J:r. 
D,E.&T,.. EMT..£.TE 
A Grea-te:r 8e1.ectto:n. o:r 
Apa:r"tm.eii"ts 1.:n. "f.b.e 
I"tb.a,ca, .£.:rea, 
CHOOSE FROM TWO, THREE, FOUR & FIVE 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
Rent the entire apartment or a room to share 
graduate or undergraduate apartment 
FURNISHED, FREE PARKING, ON~SITE LAUNDRY 
24-HOUR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE 
Next to the/thaca College Campus 
277 - 1221 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-bedroom Houses 
Furnished and U nfurnishcd 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
4•• N. T::ioga 8-t:ree't 
www.jamesgardner.com 
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GIRLS & SPORTS BY JUSTIN BORIS AND ANDREW FEINSTEIN 
I HKT£ THE IDEA Of lllIRLEAWE 
PLAY IN BASEBALL... IT ,oES 
A'1\JNST FONMMENTAL TRM>ITiotJ 
8WL.El DO Y(Jl,J 
SEE "IJIOSE ClliS? 
TIIEY'RE CUTE, BUT 
WIIY DO TIIEY ,wr;. 
OUT wrnt atE 
f/GLY t;IRL? 
I META REAUY 
NICE C.CJY AT 
\JORK TODAY 
BIAOU:t IT USED TO BE TT BUT WHEN THAT 
.R.WIWIOOAI. TAADITIOff' LJ TRAPITION 
TO SACRIFICE AHIMLS TO BECAME 
AN ARMY Of DEIDES IMPRM:TICAL 
WE A80l.ISIID 
YOU'LL NEVER 
UNDERSTNID 
BASEBALL, MARSHALL 
WHY HOT? I 
J.ovt CANDY 
MD YOU'D 
SCOR£ BI(; 
P01HT5 
\IITH ME 
• 
IT, TOO 
SUK£ GOOO &£R 
IS MY FORTE, PERHAPS 
I COUU> S(J(;C.£ST OIi 
FOR 80TH Of US 
I ktiO\J BUT IT 
MIC.UT OOSE YOU 
TO r;AIN WEICHT. 
WIIYWOOW I WANT 
TO £W1AG;E /1Y 
r·v( SPEKT A LOT Of 
TIME NID l"IOI/EY ON YocJ! 
INV£S111'Etn'? 
HOW 'BOUT I 8~ 
YOU 50r'IE BANANAS? 
:I'M SORRY. I 
TtfO~HT YOU 
SAIO HE \./AS 
AN .. ATHLETE .. 
'It: ... 
THE ITHACAN 
RUBES BY LEIGH RUBIN 
. 
, 
; 
a 
. 
When de·monstrators strike 
''No one knows exactly why they beach 
themselves, Son. It's just one of nature's 
miracles!" 
0 
0 0 
0 
q.-3 
~-s 
First victory .24 
orts Women's soccer won 6-0 over Hartwick at home Tuesday. 
THE ITHACAN 
Senior in 
control of 
offense 
By Jon Alhart 
Ithacan Staff 
It is a picturesque, late sum-
mer afternoon at Butterfield 
Stadium on the Ithaca College 
campus and head coach Mike 
Welch blows his whistle. He bel-
lows out instructions, for the 
team's two-minute drill. Players 
scurry to their designated spots. 
Less than five minutes later, a 
quarterback in a red jersey 'effi-
ciently drives his team down the 
freshly painted field, leading the 
unit to a score before the clock 
hits zero. 
The quarterback is senior co-
captain Mike O'Donovan. 
"He's definitely the leader of 
the team," said ~enior guard 
David Kim. 
A~ Kim explains, O'Donovan 
1s the leader not only of the 
Bomber offense, but the whole 
team. The players realize it and 
have confidence in him as one of 
their captains. 
"He's a great leader," said 
~ophornorc guard Adam 
Grossman. "Everyone has 
respect for him, not only for what 
he doc~ on the field but the type 
of person he is off the field." 
Heading into the 1997 cam-
paign, the quarterback position 
was a question mark for Welch. 
O'Donovan was asked to fill the 
shoes of record-setting quarter-
back Neil Weidman. 
After a disappointing open-
ing-day loss to Mercyhurst-a 
10-5 defeat where O'Donovan 
threw three interceptions-the 
doubts began to grow. 
O'Donovan silenced the critics, 
however, embarking on an 
unprecedented tear for the rest of 
the season. 
"Last year there was a lot of 
questions," Kim said. "Is he able 
to fill Neil Weidman's shoes? 
Last year proved [that he could] 
and more. So this year everyone 
has an the . confidence in the 
world in him. We know what he 
can do. He's proven it on· the 
field." 
The coaching staff is as confi-
dent in O'Donovan's abilities as 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY LISA SOYARS AND SUZIE O'ROURKE 
Senior quarterback Mike O'Donovan throws to a teammate during practice. O'Donovan begins his 
second season as the Bombers' starting quarterback Saturday against the St. John Fisher Cardinals. 
his peers are. not personal statistics. 
"He had an outstanding year "It's good to come back and 
last year," said Welch. We're be with all the· guys," said 
very happy [to have him as our O'Donovan, a three-sport cap-
quarterback]." tain at Perkiomen Valley High 
Last season, O'Donovan led School, Collegeville, Pa. "These 
and the team followed. He guys are a great bunch of guys. 
rewrote the Bomber record We have a motto this year: 
books as a junior. establishing 12 'Family Through Tttick and 
new passing records. After the Thin', and that's really what we 
season was complete, he was preach." 
selected as a second-team ECAC As a three-year veteran, 
upstate all-star, and ·a second- O'Donovan realizes it is the job 
team pick for the All-East unit of of not only the captains, but of 
the Football Gaune. ·the seniors, to set a positive. 
· Yet despite these credentials, _.- precedent for the younger 
O'Donovan places- emphasis. on/ players.- .. , ,. 
· the importance of lhc team ancl "It's not just lhc captains' 
team, it's the seniors' team," 
O'Donovan said. "The seniors 
are the core of this team, and it's 
our job to lead underclassmen 
and to bring them up to the level 
that we play at. Hopefully they 
follow that and we have a suc-
cessful season." 
Last spring, O' Donovan 
helped the Ithaca College 
baseball team to the NCAA 
Division Ill playoffs, hitting .356 
with 32 RBI as an outfielder. If 
he can lead the Bomber football 
team to a similar destination, 
then the 1998 season could take 
off further and faster than a Mark 
McGwire home run. 
.¥.: 
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C:olun1nist 
Football rules 
On Saturday, the fall season 
for Bomber athletics will 
officially he under way when the 
football squad marches onto the 
field at St. John Fisher to begin 
ns season. 
As you should already know, 
football 1s Ithaca College's most 
watched sport. Nearly everyone 
goes to the football games, 
especially when Cortland is in 
town to battle for the Cortaca 
Jug. 
It seems that it is not impor-
tant how good the hoys from the 
gridiron arc because people will 
show up at the games no matter 
what. 
I'm not going to wntc about 
the fact that they haven't made it 
to the NCAA tournament in four 
years, because it obviously 
doesn ·1 matter. I won't even brmg 
up the fact that the squad is 0-6 m 
the last three years against its two 
biggest nvals-Cortland and 
Buffalo State. 
I'm not going to mention that 
this season they have added 
regional powerhouse College of 
New Jersey to their schedule, 
making a playoff appearance 
even more difficult. 
What I am going to write 
about arc the other fall sports 
teams on this campus. The men's 
soccer team i~ playing for its 
fourth consecutive appearance in 
the NCAA Division Ill quarterfi-
nals. 
How about the volleyball 
team, playing for a ~1xth straight 
playoff appearance'! The field 
hockey team ha~ a chance to 
make the NC AA playoffs for the 
third year 111 a row and the 
women's soccer team should be 
making another playoff appear-
ance as well. 
While the football team has 
broken hearb the last few 
seasons, the other Bomber squads 
have come through and provided 
hope for Blue and Gold fans. Yet 
still, the football team draws the 
big crowds and support. 
)'m not saying that people 
should jump on and off the band-
wagon depending on how a team 
perfonns, because if you arc a fan 
you should support a team 
through the good and the bad. 
Admittedly, I am a big 
football fan and attend the games, 
but I also take time out for the 
other teams on campus that 
deserve as much recognition as 
the lords of the gridiron. 
Even though football may rule 
on the South Hill, the other spons 
teams definitely deserve attention 
from lhc Blue and Gold fans. 
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Like lightning, offense shocks Hawks 
By Michelle Dorsch 
Ithacan Staff 
The only exercise sophomore goalkeep-
er Lindy West got Wednesday was using 
her vocal chords to encourage her team-
mates from the net. Ithaca ( 1-0-1) slaugh-
tered Hartwick 6-0, allowing not a single 
shot on goal. 
Skies cleared over Ithaca's Upper 
Terrace Field just long enough for the Blue 
and Gold to take a 4-0 lead at the half. A 
twenty-minute lightning delay gave the 
Hawks time to recuperate from a long first 
half 
Sophomore forward Samme Miller 
scored the first goal less than two minutes 
mto the game. Junior forward Rayne 
Dingman slashed through the deteriorated 
defense, adding to the lead just three min-
utes later. 
"Offensively we have struggled a hit, 
hut today we put it together and scored six 
goals," junior tri-captain Amanda Tsctsi 
said. "We have to keep working as a team. 
But we arc gelling heller as the season goes 
on." 
From the kickoff to the final whistle, 
Ithaca dominated the game. Hartwick (1-3) 
was left stunned and all ninety minutes 
played a few steps slower. 
Sophomore back Erin DeMarco headed 
in goal number three off a floating corner, 
followed by freshman back Karen 
McLeery scoring her first collegiate goal. 
Also making her scoring debut was fresh-
man forward Kate Drexler. With just two 
seconds left on the game clock, tri-captain 
Nicole Tropea sent one to the back of the 
nel. 
Sophomore midfielder Jessica 
DiManno assisted on two of Ithaca's 
goals. 
Starting their second game of the season 
, DARA LIEBROSS/THE ITHACAN 
Junior tri-captaln Amanda Tsetsl (15) dribbles past two Hartwick players Wednesday on Upper Terrace Field. The Bombers 
defeated the Hawks 6-0 for the team's first victory of the new season. Junior forward Ray~e Dingman (5) Is trailing the action. 
on defense, freshmen Karen McLeery and 
Katie Isidor helped Ithaca compile its sec-
ond shutout in as many games. 
"The two freshmen stepped it up along 
with the other ones as well," said West, 
who posted her ninth career shutout as the 
Bombers outshot the Hawks 24-0. "They 
are doing what we need them to do right 
now and hopefully they'll step it up more, 
and as a team we will too." 
Hartwick did not move from its half of 
the field most of the game, as Ithaca's 
defense seemingly built a brick wall stop-
ping all opponents from breaking through. 
"We arc making strides everyday in 
practice and the players are working really 
hard," head coach Mindy Quigg said. 
Even with the Bomber's second unit 
playing throughout the majority of the sec-
ond half, Hartwick was still unable to 
change the tempo of the game. 
Saturday, the squad heads north to face 
Plattsburg and is looking to capture its first 
road victory of the season. Ithaca is cur-
rently ranked eighth in the National Soccer 
Coaches Association of America New York 
Region poll. 
Volleyball second at Springfield Invite 
Squad falls to RIT in final match 
after defeating Springfield, Coast 
Guard and Rhode Island College 
By John Davis 
Ithacan Staff 
Young team~ tend to make 
mental error:- that lead to 
losses during the ~cason. The 
volleyball team's youth was a 
factor against RIT Saturday as 
the Bombers took an early lead 
but lost the champ10nship game 
of the Springfield Invitational. 
--
Head coach Janet Donovan 
said her team played well, 
although it made ~omc cmtly 
mental mistakes. 
"RIT has four senwrs and two 
1un1ors who have been there 
before," Donovan said. "Our 
team 1:- made up of mostly 
sophomores aml frc~hmen who 
arc inexperienced and young." 
,, ' ~ 
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Led by senior co-captain 
Christine Ansley and sophomore 
outside hitter Gail Shippee, 
Ithaca jumped out to a 2-1 lead 
before RIT showed its experience 
and skill to come hack and win 
the match, 3-2. 
Despite the lo!>s, senior co-
captain Julie Rock was pleased 
with her teammates' efforts. 
"We showed a lot of guts," 
:,he said. "Everyone got a chance 
to play;against some tough com-
petition." 
Earlier Saturday afternoon. 
the Blue and Gold won their third 
consecutive match in straight sets 
beating Rhode Island College 
3-0. Freshmen sellers Jen Salmon 
and Colleen Lindsay led the 
squad with 11 and 14 assists. 
The Bomhers knocked off host 
Springfield 3-0 Friday. Sophomore 
outside hitter Karen McCord tal-
lied 11 digs while classmate Rusdi 
Sumner had live kills. Salmon 
chipped in 12 assisL-;. 
Ithaca opened its J 998 cam-
paign at the invitational with a 
3-0 victory over Coast Guard on 
Friday. Salmon compiled 23 
assists while sophomore middle 
hitter Larissa Farrell and Am,lcy 
each finished with five kills and 
three. blocks. Junior Rebecca 
Helmetsie tallied five kills. 
Ansley, who was named to the 
All-Tournament team with 
Shippee, said she is looking 
forward to the upcoming tourna-
ment at Ohio Northern. 
··11 's a strong tournament," she 
said. "It will he a good opportuni-
ty to sec where we stand." 
The Blue and Gold will com-
pete tn the Ohio Northern 
Tournament on Friday and 
Saturday. 
You CAN Have It AU! 
at aourtside J R;;icciuct & I itncss Club 
t> 
• the best & latest exercise classes 
• spacious, less crowding 
o open long hours 
• air conditioned & clean 
• excellent equipment 
• friendly, professional staff 
Everything you want in one great facility! 
380 Pine Tree Rd. 
Student memberships from $129 277-0200 http:/ /wordpro.com/courtside 
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Coppola hat trick ignites team 
By Dan Abbott 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College field hock-
ey team defeated Oswego 6-0 
Wednesday for its first win of the 
season. The team also recorded 
its first win in 1997 over Oswego. 
Senior tri-captain Kelli 
Coppola scored a hat trick along 
with an assist and senior goalie 
Jennifer Stoneburg recorded her 
17th career shutout in 43 games, 
tying her for fourth on Ithaca's 
all-time list. 
"We had girls where we need-
ed them and we were passing 
I well I," Stone burg said. "We had 
.\olllC nice dcl1ccrions into the 
goal, which was really key I to the 
victory I." 
Coppola's hat trick wasn't her 
first against Oswego. Two years 
ago, she accomplished the same 
feat, exploding for three goals 
and an assist in the lirst 13:50 of 
that game. 
"[Coppola! is a great leader," 
head coach Tracey Houk said. 
"I Scoring] is just another way she 
leads on the field besides talking 
and getting everybody fired up." 
The Bomhcr forwards and 
midficlders put comtant pre~~un: 
on the Oswego defense. The 
~quad was ahle to attempt 34 
\hob while capitalizing on two 
penally corner opportunilles. The 
Laker~ only forced Stoncburg to 
mal-.e 0111.: sa\e 111 the game on 
four ~hot~. 
Sophomore fon\ ard Betsy 
DARA LIEBROSS/THE ITHACAN 
Freshman Marie Engle shoots the ball past Oswego defenders Melissa Bramble and Sara Malamas (6) Wednesday on Yavits Field. The 
Bombers won 6-0 behind senior tri-captain Kelli Coppola's hat trick and assist. Senior goalkeeper Jennifer Stoneburg got the shutout. 
WoJdyla scored her lirst two col-
legiate goals, the second coming 
off a ~lap shot from a pass hy 
~ophomore forward Jc~sica 
Kennedy. 
"Kennedy wa~ carrying [the 
hall! into the !penally! circle, and 
~he to~~ed it ahead of the 
defense," WoJdyla said. "The 
goalie didn't really come out and 
I just hit it in." 
Sophomore Lindsay Stcingart 
recorded her first assist on 
-~'ojdyla's fiN goal of the game 
and the team's last of the half. 
Sophomore forward Mmdy 
P1stacchio also scored off a pass 
from Coppola for Ithaca's third of 
four first half goals. 
The Bombers ( 1-1) lost five of 
their top ~ix scorers to graduation 
la~t year. hut the emergence of 
~corers such as Wojdy la, 
Pi~tacchio and Kennedy gives 
Ithaca offensive threats to com-
plement Coppola. 
Ithaca hosts Lock Haven on 
Saturday. The Bombers defeated 
the Bald Eag Jes 1-0 last season 
but have won Pnly four of the 23 
times the two Division III teams 
have played. 
Women's tennis wins-third straight 
By Betsy Crawford 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College women·~ 
tenni~ team advanced it~ record 
to 3-0 Wednesday at Elrrnra 
Due to heavy rainfall on th..:: 
courts. the match \\ a.., held on an 
mdoor court. But the change of 
atmmpherc did not appear to 
affect the team's ahilrty to prevail 
over the Snaring Eagles. 
Sophomore Brooke Basile played 
number one singles, wmnmg in 
qra1ght set~ 6-4, 6-3. 
Junior Kim Faulkner won 7-5, 
6-1 al ~econd single~ while JUmor 
Julianna Barbieri placed first at 
<AFE DEWITT 
I• I I I I I 
DtWITT MA1U1HACA 
273-3473 
third single~ 6-0. 6-1. Seniors 
Rachael and Maegan Umen and 
fre~hman Andrea Schwartz 
secured victories. 
'The team really stepped up 
and played well," head coach 
Ryan Witt said. "Playing indoor~ 
\\'a, d1ff1cult because of the light-
mg. hut the women did really 
well.'' 
The Bombers hosted Hartwick 
and Nazareth last week and both 
teams left with a loss. Ithaca bcn-
efllted from the home-court 
advantage, winning five out of 
~1x singles matches again~t 
Hartwick (0-1) Thur,day. Ithaca 
I Jf/elco111e bac/i ... : 
I wow G-~ AWAY!i 
I 
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1 www.coundltraveLcom I 
earned a ~ixth point for winmng 
the three doubles contests. 
Faulkner defeated Cathy 
Paolucci at first singles 5-7, 6-2, 
(i--1. Rachael and Maegan Umcn, 
IL1,ile and Schwart1. also 
rl'cordcd wins. 
The enthusiasm from tht.: older 
pl,iycr~ on the team proved 
helpful to Schwart/.. She won 
huth sets against Kristin Falk 6-1, 
6-3. 
"The uppcrcla~,men pumped 
me up and arc very helpful," 
Schwartz said. "My confidence 
level 1s high and I felt good dur-
111g my matches." 
Na,.areth (0-1) then chal-
lenged the Bomber squad Friday. 
Ithaca ~wept the Golden Flyers 
9-0. In the match, jumor Jaimie 
Damelio earned her 40th com-
bined win (singles and douhlc~) 
in her career on the South Hill. 
Tins places her two wins short of 
I 0th place all-time for the Blue 
and Gold. Rachael Umcn secured 
her 20th career singles win 
agam~t Liz Tamul 6-3, 6-0. 
Faulkner defeated Nazareth\ 
Mary Moore at second single~ 
6-0, 6-0. Basile was v1ctoriou~ at 
first ~inglcs 6-2, 6-0. The duo 
then teamed at first doubles to 
Sept. 14, 15, & 16 
9 AM - 3 PM in the Campus Center Lobby 
(near the Information Desk) 
*proceeds benefit Tri-Beta & the Biology Club 
Wlll 9-0 
"I felt good and the matchc~ 
went well," Basile said. "The 
confidence level " high [on the 
team] and \\ c feel like we arc 
going to do \\ell this year." 
Barbieri abo made her mark 
defeating Na1.arcth's Alanna 
Gaylo 6-3, 6-4. 
Barbieri paired with Rachael 
Umcn to win second double~. 
Maegan Umcn teamed with 
Daniello to wrn third doubles. 
The next opponent on the 
South Hill courts is St. Lawrence 
on Friday. The Saints defeated 
the Bombers last season 7-2. 
~ Young Life 
A Christian outreach 
Ministry to teens 
Are you interested? 
Are you an alumnus? 
Call 257-8016 
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Men take sting out of Rochester 
Bombers 
record 2-0 
home win 
By Kevin Cohen 
Ithacan Staff 
With a new season under way, 
the men's soccer learn (2-1) faces 
a f,uniliar challenge. For the thirJ 
cun~ccut1ve season, the team is 
dcfcnd111g the Northeast 
Regional Championship. The 
~quad started its defense hy 
defeating regional rival 
University of Rod1cstcr 2-0, 
Wednesday. 
Head coach Andy Byrne 
switched the team's lineup from 
three defenders to four, moving 
sophomore Todd McCormick 
from outside hack to the stopper 
positio~. 
"I felt with the loss of a lot of 
experience in the hack it would 
be better to build with along the 
hack," Byrne said. "It also allows 
us to put MeConnick in the mid-
dle of the field. I think he i~ our 
hes! defender. I think he's looked 
good there. Today, he really 
pu~hed in the midfield more than 
he was 111 the back." 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
Bomber freshman midfielder Tom Ciolek (6) makes a sliding attempt to score against Rochester in the second half Wednesday at the 
Upper Terrace Field with Yellowjacket Sam Task.er (16) defending. Ithaca took 21 shots against the Rochester defense in a 2-0 win. 
Senior goalkeeper Chris 
Lucci recorded his first shutout 
of the season, ~topping all eight 
~hot~ he faced. 
Jumor striker Jason A~ci and 
freshman striker Tom Ciolek 
~cored the Bomh<.:r goals w11h 
assist~ corning from senior 
~w<.:<.:pcr Josh Hyman and Jumor 
midfielder Joao Valerio. 
Both Ithaca goals were tallied 
111 the first half. 
Hyman credits the offcns<.: 
with pressurmg the Yellowjackct 
defense. 
"We pressured extremely 
well," Hyman said. "We pres-
sured their backs the wholt: 
game. We played more as a team 
today moving up and down the 
field," 
The Bomhers managed 21 
shots on the Rochester goal. 
Yellowpcket goalkeeper Ryan 
Teague recorded IO saves, and 
hoth goaltenders played the full 
90 minutes of the contest. 
The Blue and Gold defeated 
Rochester in the Regional scmi-
f111als last season on penalty 
kicks, as well as beating them 
2-1 in the regular season. Ithaca 
holds the sen es edge 
27-22-8. 
"They arc always fun and 
competitive to play," ~emor co-
captain Roh Kaplan said. "We've 
got a nice little rivalry going the 
last three to four years. I thought 
we played really well and with a 
lot of intensity." 
The Bomhers have not lost to 
Rochester in their previous ~1x 
meetings. They hold a record of 
3-0-3 m those contests against 
the Yellowjacket~. 
Over the weekend, Ithaca 
played in the Rowan Sunkist 
Kick-Off Classic. The Bomhers 
placed second with a 1-1 record. 
Saturday they defeated Salve 
Regina College 2-1 to open the 
tournament. 
After falling behind 1-0 early 
on, the Bombers fought hack to 
tic the game on a penalty kick as 
the first half came to a close. 
McCormick was responsible 
for the goal, earning his first 
career point. He added another in 
the second half as he assisted 
sophomore midfielder Wade 
Wilkinson on the game-winning 
goal m the 52nd minute. 
In Sunday's championship, 
Rowan ~cored two goals in the 
first 20 minutes, defeating the 
Bombers . The Bombers were 
down a man for mo~t of the game 
due to a red card by Wilkinson. 
The Blue and Gold dominated 
play hut were unable to put the 
hall past Chris Esnes, the Rowan 
goalkeeper. 
Lucci played in the net both 
games for the Bombers. 
The squad faces Alfred on 
Upper Terrace Field Saturday at 4 
p.m. The Bomhcrs defeated 
Alfred on the road last sea~on 2-
0. They will then have a week off 
until there next contest which 
will he on the road again~t 
Rochester Institute of 
Technology. 
JOHN SIGMUNDITHE ITHACAN 
Ithaca College sophomore Todd McCormick faces a wall of Rochester defenders during a second-half 
free kick. McCormick recorded his first career regular-time goal earlier in the match on a penalty kick. 
Workout time is precious. 
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Men's tennis opens fall season 
The men's tennis team opened its 
nontraditional season on Friday against 
Nazareth. The Bombers defeated the 
Golden Flyers in five singles matches 
and received a sixth point for winning 
two of three doubles matches. Four 
Bombers were double winners, including 
freshman Eric Ritter and senior Dave 
Ludwig, who teamed for a win at second 
doubles and posted wins at third and 
fourth singles. Sophomores Rick Grubb 
and Ari Roberts were winners at fifth and 
sixth singles and won their third doubles 
match. Junior J4'n-Jamil Rojcr won in 
straight sets at first singles. The victory 
was the 61st of his career, moving him 
into third place on Ithaca's carec;r list-
five away from the school record. 
Intramural athletics announcements 
On Sunday, play begins for touch 
football. There is a volleyball 
information meeting for managers at 6 
p.m. in Hill Center room 57 on Monday. 
The meeting is for men, women and co-
recreational teams. Also on Monday, 
there is a volleyball officials organiza-
tional meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Hill Center 
room 57. Entries for the men's and 
women's singles tennis tournament arc 
due on Tuesday. Entries for the two-
person best ball golf tournament at 
Maple Hills are due on Wednesday. 
Football players earn preseason honors 
Seniors Matt Buddenhagen, Mike 
O'Donovan and Mike Sansone have 
been named to the Football Gazette pre-
season All-East Region team. 
Buddenhagen was picked as a kick 
returner, while O'Donovan and Sansone, 
the Bomber's 1998 captains, were select-
ed as quarterback and linebacker. 
Buddenhagen set school records for 
single-season punt returns (47) and punt-
THE ITIIACAN 27 
return yardage (573 yards). His punt-
return total was one yard short of the 
Division III record. 
O'Donovan set 12 school records last 
season, including single-season marks 
for passing yardage (2,611 yards), touch-
down passes (23) and total offense 
(2,603 yards). He was a second-team 
selection to the Football Gazette All-
Region team and ECAC Upstate New 
York all-star teams and was named to the 
GTE District I All-Academic Team in 
1997. 
Sansone totaled 79 tackles last season 
and also led the Bombers in solo tackles 
with 30. He was second on the team with 
14 tackles for a loss and he added four 
sacks while breaking up three passes. 
Sansone has started every game for the 
Blue and Gold the past ~wo seasons. 
By The Numbers------~ ... =-::-·-·.· Complied by Chris O'Connell 
' 
: Scoreboard 
Men'I Soccer 
•Ithaca def. Rochester 2-0, Sept. 9 
•Rowan def. Ithaca 2-0, Sept. 6. • 
•Ithaca def. Salve Regina 2-0, Sept. 5. • 
Women's Soccer 
•Ithaca def. Hartwick 6-0, Sept 8. 
Field Hockey 
•Ithaca def. Oswego 6-0, Sept. 9. 
Women's Tennis 
•Ithaca def. Elmira 9-0, Sept. 9 
•Ithaca def. Nazareth 9-0, Sept. 4 
•Ithaca def. Hartwick 6-1, Sept. 3. 
Volleyball 
•RIT def. Ithaca, 15-2, 1-15, 15-8, · 
13-15, 13-15, Sept 5:• 
•Ithaca def. Rhode Island, 15-1, 15-2, 
15-3, Sept 5. •• 
•Ithaca def. Springfield, 15-3, 15-8, 
15-5, Sept 4. •• 
•Ithaca def. Coast Guard, 15-13, 15-2, 
15-6, Sept. 4. •• 
·sunklst Kick-OH Classic 
.. Spnngfield lnvitabonal 
Men's soccer def. Rochester 2-0 
Goal 
Tom Ciolek 
Jason Asci 
Assist 
Joao Valerio 
Josh Hyman 
Goalie Chris Lucci recorded eight saves. 
Thurs. 10 
~ , D 0 0 u.. 
-·. (I) D i u :Ill 
-~ 8 (I) D ~8 i"' 
··m ·1 Ii: X: D 
, D • ·c.!! Ii ~ 
Women's Tennis 
Hhaca def. Nazareth 9-0 
Singles 
Brooke Basile def. 
Katie Silky 6-2, 6-0. 
Kim Faulkner def. 
Mary Moore 6-0, 6-0. 
Julianna Barbieri def. 
Alanna Gaylo 6-3, 6-0. 
Maegan Umen def. 
Melissa Fox 7-6 (4), 4-6, 6-2. 
Rachael Umen def. 
Melissa Greene 6-4, 6-2. 
Andrea Schwartz def. 
Liz Tamul 6-3, 6-0. 
Doubles 
Faulkner/Basille def. 
Silky/Lindsey Hicks, 8-4. 
Barbieri/A. Umen def. 
Paige Hashley/Rachel Kipphut, 8-2 
M. Umen/Jaimie Daniello det 
Kelly Barron/Alicia Monroe, 8-3. 
Top Honors 
. . . 
AII-Toumament Selections 
Sr. Rob Kaplan• 
Sr. Reade DriscoU-
So. Todd McCormick• 
Fr. Tom Ciolek· 
Sr. Christine Ansley .. 
So. Gail Shippee0 
Fri. 11-
D 
D 
D 
D 
·sunk1st Kick-Off Classic 
··Springfield lnv1tat1onal 
Sat. 12 
at St. John 
Fisher 
1 P.M. 
~t Plattsburgh 
Tournament 
12 P.M. 
D 
:t t DD at Oswego ec Invitational u& 12 P.M. (,) 
1 .I": \. '\ D at Ohio at-Ohio ,. -., Northern Northern .! '~ ,) ~ Tournament Tournament 
, . 
Athlete of the Week · : 
Rob Kaplan 
Men's Soccer 
Kaplan was named to the All-Tournament team at the· 
Sunkist Kick-Off Classic, Sept. 5-6. The senior co-captain 
was also named Ithaca's Most Valuable Player of the 
tournament. The midfielder's consistent all-around play 
led the Bombers to a second-place finish in the tourna-
ment held at Rowan. Kaplan, a third-year starter for 
Ithaca, has started 61 games as a Bomber, including 20 
games each of the last two seasons. In 1997, he scored 
two goals and recorded one assist for five points. The 
Ithaca High School graduate is a physical therapy major. 
Kicking First Field Hockey · 
National Soccer Coaches tthn~ def, Qsw~o. 6-g 
Association of America Men's (Sept. ID 
Division Ill Northeast Region Goals Assists Time Rankings as of Sept. 6 Coppola 3:46 
Coppola Diamond 19:52 
1. Ithaca (1-1-0) Pistacchio Coppola 22:58 
2. Fredonip (2-0-0) Wojdyla* Steingart* 23:33 
Rensselaer (0-0-0) Wojdyla Kennedy 57:52 
4. Cortland (3-0-0) Coppola Karver 61:07 
St. Lawrence (1-0-0) 
6. Plattsburgh (2-1-0) Shots Goals 
7. Geneseo (1-1-0) Oswego 4 0 
8. Rochester (0-1-0) Ithaca 34 6 
9. RIT (1-1-0) 
10. Elmira (1-1-0) *Career firsts 
CJ HOME CJ AWAY 
Sun. 13 Mon. 14 Tues. 15 Wed. 16 
D D D D 
D D D D 
at Plattsburgh D D D Tournament 12 P.M. 
D D D 
D D D D 
D D D CJ 
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NOW AND LATER 
MELISSA THORNLEYITHE ITHACAN 
Sophomores Amy Reidy and Travis Berger lounge by the outdoor pool during the long weekend. The pool 
is the perfect place to work on saving fading summer tans. Of course, it can also be a good place to study. 
MELISSA THORNLEYITHE ITHACAN 
Sophomore Andy Currier dribbles the ball 
toward the basket In front of Hood Hall. 
He was playing a casual game with his 
friends over the Labor Day weekend. 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
Members of Ithaca College men's Intramural soccer team United Nations, (1-r) Gelu Sulugluc, Kyle Albury, 
Masato Ota, Akhll Khanal, Joao Costa and Stephen Rojas practice in the minutes before their game begins. 
There is nothing nicer than a clear day on South Hill. If there 
is one lesson every Ithaca College student learns, it's that sun-
shine is much too precious to waste. Before you can say "fall 
Break," the winter weather will be rolling in, bringing with it 
rain, snow, and everything in between. 
-:I"'. .'-·-. '' :_ . 
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. ~ .• . AD/IM MAZZUTO/THE ~ 
cabin fever hits some &Wdents faster and harder than others. This artist has lel bis 
energy 1008e by decoraUnSJ ~rs.that have been turned Into canvasea by the snow. 
ADAM MAZZUTO/THE ITHACAN 
' Although It may uern prom181ng, winter sunlight doe9 Utile 
to help melt the ~ of snow that pile up In the winter. 
